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An Experimental Model of a 2k"g,2500 Volt Power Converter
for Ion Thrustors Using G_te Controlled Switches

in T_o Phase-Sh_fted Parallel Inverters

by

F. A. Elder

L. E. Staley

ABSTRACT

The development of an ion thrustor power supply utilizing gate controlled
switches (GCS) is described. A GCS inverter is used to convert 160 V.D.C.
to 2500 V.D.C. Output voltage regulation is accnmplished by varying the
phase angle between two inverter stages. Overall efficiency at the rated
output of 2 KW is 82.6_. Control circuitsare incorporated in the system
to prevent failure due to overloads and to provide automatic recycling.
The total weight of the system components is 4_,.5pounds. Recoaw_enda-
tions for achieving a system weight of 24 pounds and an efficiency
approaching 905 a:_.made. The results of this program show that the GCS
is a useful switching device for power conversion applications.
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An Experimental Model of a 2KW, 2500 Volt Power Converter
for Ion Thrustors Using Gate Controlled Switches

in Two Phase-Shifted Parallel Inverters

by

F. A. Elder

L. E. Staley

Westinghouse Electric Corporation

SUMM%RY

This document is the Summary Report of the work performed during Phase I
of Contract NAS 3-5917- The purpose of this work was to evaluate the

merits of the new Gate Controlled Switch (GCS) in a low weight high
efficiency power converter for lon Thrustors. Phase I included the design,
fabrication, and extensive tests of two models of the converter. The Bread-

board Model proved feasibility of the proposed concepts, and the Experi-
mental Model incorporated the final design in*.oa suitable package for
delivery to the customer. The criteria for the final design included high
efficiency and low weight compatible with the overall system performance.
Extensive tests were performed on the Experimental Model to determine its
compliance with the work statement requirements on safety factors and
reliability, both at full rated load and during transient short circuit
loads.

In the Experimental Model a full load efficiency of 82.6% was obtained
vlth a total circuit component weight of 44-5 pounds. The effiency is
lower and the weight is somewhat higher than expected; however further
development could yield an efficiency of about 90_ and a total weight of
24 pounds, using the present work statement. Further reductions in weight
to approximate 12 pounds with a slight decrease in efficiency could be
achieved by eliminating the input filter, the overcurrent time delay, and
increasing the frequency.

The Experimental Model proved its reliability by successfully surviving
the application of approximately 2000 short circuit applications, and
over 200,000 "Blink-Off" "Soft-On" cycles _uring complete testing.
Component temperatures during any testing did not exceed safe limits nor
did any degradation of the system occur.

viii
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I• INTRODUCTION

A 2/_W, 2500 volt power converter e_ploying gate controlled switches

. (GCS) in two parallel Jnverters was developed to fulfill the objectives

.,_ of the contract work statement. These objectives wel_ to employ the use

of new technology, where practical, to achieve minimum system weight,

high efficiency, and high reliability by applying a_propriate safety

. factors. The purpose of this work was to advance the technology of
power conditioning for Ion Thrustors. This includes providing a range

of adjustments of operating characteristics _o achieve optimum matching

._ of the power converter to the Ion Thrustor. The Ion Thrustcr is

characterized oy frequ,-nt and severe electrical breakdowns throughout,

: which must be controlled and extinguished. The power converter:

provides current regulation into the electrical breakdown; provides

"Blink-Off" for an adjustable length of ,_,imeto allow the breakdown

to extinguish if the breakdown persists; and provides automatic restart

in a "Soft-On" manner to reestablish operation without causing furth,_:r

electrical breakdown. Although operaticn with an Ion Thrustor was not

! part of this contract, the ability of the power converter to provide the

above functions was demonstrated with a load simulator having electrical

breakdown devices.

I-i
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II. PRELIMINARY CONVERTER DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

The preliminary converter design considerations were the choice of the

power switching device; the choice of input voltage; the choice of the

operating frequency; and the choice of the basic circuits. All decisions

were based on two prime objectives. First, the overall objective was to

accomplish the conversion of 10w voltage D.C. power to regalated high

voltage D.C. power with a system having low weight and high efficiency.

The other objective was to provide high reliability by applying adequate

derating factors. For the experimental model a minimum safety factor of

two for current and voltage and a minimum safety factor of four in allowable

power dissipation for semiconductors was to be a design objective. With

the_e two objectives in mind the four areas of choice were resolved as

fo! _ows:

A. CHOICE OF GCS

It was decided in respcnding to NASA RFP-STD-215 that a GCS inverter

system was capable of fulfilling the specified performance require.

ments. This decision was based on the generally superior character-

istics of the GCS, when compared to other power switching devices.

The comparison in Table II-1 shows the fast switching times of the

GCS, which could be used to achieve g_od efficiency at high frequency

and thereby yield a sm_ll system weight. The comparison also shows

that because the voltage rating of the GCS is relatively high, a

safety factor of 2 to 1 could be obtained without using devices

connected in series. The high forward voltage drop of the GCS was

known to be a disadvantage, but this could bu compensated for by

using the GCS at higher voltages and lower currents for a given power

output. Table II-1 compares the nmnerical values of GCS character-

istics in other power switching devices, and is part of the information

on which tl_e decision to use GCS's is based.

Table II-2 lists the parameters of Table II-1 in terms of advantages

and disadvantages of the GCS and other power switching devices when

II-1

- -.-_"" " ,"-.-:.-.... "....... , - ,_i-" , '_; -m:.
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TABLE II-i CHARACTERISTICS OF FOUR POWER SWITCHING DEVICES

Germanium Silicon Silicon Gate
Power Power Controlled Controlled

Transistor& Transistors Rectifiers Switches

Forward Vo!taZ_eDrop 0.i to 0.2 0.5 to i i to 1.5 5 to 4
in Volts

Forward Blocking Voltage 50 120 1600 _00
in Volts

Reverse Blocking Voltage 5 to i0 i0 to 20 1600 400
in Volts

Switching Speeds i to 2 i to 2 0.5 to i 0.I to 0.5
in Microseconds

i Rate,_Junction Tempera- 90 150 _o 200 125 125
i tu_e in Degrees Centi-

grade

Leakage Currents 80 to i00 5 to 15 *0.5 to 2 0.5 to 2
in Milliamperes Except
*in Microamperes

Degree of Control Full Control Full Control Turn-on Full Con-
with the with the Control trol with
Base Lead Base Lead with the the Gate

Gate Lead

11-2
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K TABLE Ii-2 ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF FOUR POWER SWITCHING
DEVICES FOR ION THRUSTOR POWER COICqERTERAPPLICATION4

J

i Advantages Disadvantases

1. Germanium a. Low Forward Voltage a. Low Forward
Transistors Drop Blocking Voltage

b. Low Rated Junction

i Temperature

c. High Leakage Currents

: d. Requires Continuous
Drive through the
Base Lead to Main-
tain the On State

2. Silicon a. Low Forward Voltage a. Moderate Leakage
Transistors Drop Current

b. Relatively High For- b. Required Continuous
: ward Blocking Voltage Drive throgh the Base

Lead to Maintain the

On State

c. High Rated Junction
TemperatureI

d. Good Switching Speeds

3. Silicon s. ;_ominalForward a. Forced or Natural
Controlled Voltage Drop Commutation Required
Rectifier for Turn-Off

b. Pulse Turn-On with
Gate Lead

c. Good Switching Speeds

2. Gate a, High Forward Blocking a. High Forwafd Voltage
Controlled Voltage Drop when Applied to

Switch b. Pulse Turn-On and Pulse Low Voltage Circuits
Turn-Off with Gste Lead

c. Higi_Rated Junction
Temperature

c. Fast Switching Speeds

II-3
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these devices are.applied to the proposed power supply. The

final decision to use the GCS was based on the information contained

in both tables.

It was expected that an experimental 25 ampere GCS would be available

for thi, program; however, this device did not become available by the

time the contract was awarded. It was then decided that the

Westinghouse 242ZP, i0 amp rms, 700 volt, GCS should be used for the

inverter system. A second alternative was the Motorola MGCS 821-6

or:MGCS 925-6 devices,which are both 5 amp rms, 400 volt GCS's.

The disadvantages in using these devices are apparent since they can

handle only 500 watts of power compared to 1750 watts for the 242ZP

device.

B. CHOICE OF INPUT VOLTAGE

After the GCS was decided upon, the input voltage was selected which

would be compatible with the GCS. Because of the 2 Kw power

requirement, the input current had to be balanced with the choice of

input voltage, and both quantities had to have a _ to 1 safety factor

applied to them when compared with the current and voltage ratings

of the GCS's. The proposed concept of two square-wave inverters,

phase shifted with respect to each other and series addition of their

output transformer secondary voltages, requires that each inverter

handle 1 Kw of power. (See Figure II-1.) Taking into account the

safety factor, the GCS is allowed 5 amps rms of current on a lO0_ duty

cycle or 7 _mps ram for a 50_ duty cycle. Each half of an inverter

carries the load current on alternate half-cycles so the D.C. input

current to an inverter could be 7 amps. The voltt_geinto each inverter

would then be 1006/7 = 143 volts. To allow for the 5 to 4 volts GCS

7 forward drop and other circuit losses an input voltage of 150 volts

_. was selected. The two proposed bridge inverters could then use

_ I0 amp rms, 300 volt, GCS's carrying 7 amps and blocking,150 volts

_i on alternate half-cycles. The highest voltage input compatible

_l,_._ ,._,.r_.'-.,,' . -, '_._ ._x.,_:_ ,_,-_..... ¢'_'_" _'_]'_'._'_,"_"_ "-._'_'_'_._',._t?_'_"_'_'_'_ _'''''''_-'''_ " _' "....... ,'"" "7 • , , _..-._ ........ ,.,.,,_,.._,T_,._.' ""
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with the bridge circuit and available GCS is 350 volts for a 700

volt device. The inverter current for this case need only be 3 amps

to achieve i Kw per inverter of output power. Assuming _ volts

forward voltage drop in each GCS, the power lost due to GCS conduction

dissipation in two bridges at 150 volts is i12 watts and in two

bridges at 300 volts is 56 watts. This shows that for the bridge

inverter the input voltage should be high and the current low to

minimize losses.

The final choice of input voltage was determined after consideratAon

of the basic inverter circuits and their relative advantages. The

input voltage was finally chosen to be approximately 150 volts and

the reasons "for this are _xplained in a later section.

C. CHOICE OF FREQUENCY

The optimum operating frequenc__of the inverter depends on the

switching times of the GCS. _e switching times for the GCS had not

been c_pletely determined; therefore, it was not possible to make a

mesmingful frequency calculation early in the project. The _witching

times listed in Table II-I were those observed in other types of

circuits. Switching ti_s of the GCS are very much dependent on a

magnitude of current and voltage, and especially on the circuit

impedance (i.e.,amount of circuit inductance). Final frequency

selection wo_Id have to be done with actual circuit hardware a_d the

measurement of actual GCS switching times in the circuit. Choosing

of the operating frequency was done tentatively on the basis of p_st

experience with semiconductors and similar circuits. An operating

frequency of lO00 cps was chosen to take a_vantage of the

magnetic component weight reduction due to high frequency and to

minimizing the loss in efficiency due to the expected switching

losses of the GCS.

_; The earl_vcircuit tests indicated that the GCS switching times

varied from about O.1 microsecond to several microseconds. Because

I II-6
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of the variance and because of other difficulties encountered

'_ in applying the GCS, the calculation of o_timum operating frequency

us delayed. It was felt that more information about the GCS and

r_ its operation in the circuit was needed before accurate frequency

calculations could be made. The experimental work to gather operating

data on the GCS was conducted in an inverter system operating at

_ i000 CpSo

.!

._ D. CHOICE OF BASIC CIRCUITS

] Inverter Circuit

The proposed circuit of two square-wave bridge inverters, phase-

_ shifted with respect to one another for voltage regulation, was

further _maiyzed in terms of the GCS actually available for use.

This disclosed that two bridge inverters employing 8 GCS's would

have higher losses at a given innut voltage, would be more complex

due to the greater number of devices and would require more compll-

cated gate circuits. (The actual importance of the GCS gate circuits

a_d their complication bec_e apparent after some experience with

1 them had been acquired.) An alternate to the bridge inverter is the

center-tapped inverter which employs only two GCS's per inverter.

The basic concept of two inverters with phase-shift is not changed

i by the center-tapped inverter; the output transformer secondary

i voltages are still square-_aves which are phase-shifted for voltage
!

i regulation. In the center-tapped inverter only 4 GCS's are needed for

! the two inverters to provide 2 Kw of output; thereby reducing the

I complexity of the system. A center-tapped inverter handling 1 Kw
l

and using i0 amp rms, 700 volt, GCS's would operate wit_ a 150 volt

i input at 7 amps. The safety factor on voltage would be slightly

greater than 2 to 1 since the maxim,_ blocking voltage applied to

the GCS would be 2 (150) or 300 volts. The current safety factor

: would also be 2 to i because the GCS conducts 7 amps for only one-

half cycle, which is e_livalent to 5 amps rms. Thus Th_ maximum

II-7
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capabilities or the GCS (700 volts and 10 aEps rms) are fully

utilt_d and the 2 to 1 safety factcr is provided.

The total losses for two center-tapped inverters employing _ GCS's

would be 56 _atts CUml_red to 112 watt- for two bridge inverters

(at 150 volts input and _ .olts fo._m_d drop per GCS). The savings

of 56 watts mounts to 2.8_ of the rated output p_w_.r a_ is _.

step towards achieving maximum efficiency. Further savings are

accc_p__ished by the reductin- of 8 separate _ate circuits for 8 GCS's

in twc brid_ converters, to 2 sepe_ate _te circuits for h GCS's in

two center-tapped inverters. In the bridge circuit,separate and

isolated drive circuits are required for the GCS. Because o:rthe

difference between turn-on and turn-off times of the GCS, the turn-

on drive signal must be delayed in the brid_e circuit to prevent a

m_entaA_y short cil_uit during the _witchlng period. In the two

center-tapped inverters the common cathode connection of two GCS's

permits simplificatiou of the gate circuits. It is no longer

necessary to delay the firing of the GCS to account for differences

between turn-on and turn-off times_ The transformer primary winding

in series with the GCS offers sufficient inductance to prevent build

up of current during the switching period overlap. Therefore, the

drive circuits of the center-tapped inverter are fewer and s_npler

than tho_e of the bridge inverter.

There is also a savings in the power requirements fr_ the low

voltage control; first because only _ GCS's are driven, and second

because the nuRber of gate circuits are fewer and more simplified

making them more efficient. The estimated eavtngs in power is

watts or 2._ of the rated output power.

A further advantage of _ GCS'_s in two center-_apped inserters and

their attendant simpler drive circuits, is that the system becomes

more reliable. The fewer par_s establish a longer probable system

life.

II-8
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I The overall advantages of two center-tapped inverters over two

bridge Inverters in this application are: the fewer number of

GCS's required; the lower circuit losses at a given input voltage,

fewer, simpler, and moze efficient gate circuits; and increased

F_ system reliability. For these reasons the use of the center-tapped
[

inverter was __mployed in this application. Evaluation of the inverter

system was based on application of the presently available Westinghouse

2h2Z_ C_3. ._y improvements, changes, or use of different devices

that become available may offer sufficient reason :or reconsidering

the bridge circuit or any other means of converting low voltage
,I

D.C. to regulated high voltage D.C. power.

k

.j

The proposed method of obtaining low voltage D.C. for the control

circuits (See Figure II-l.) appeared obviously inadequate when

the available GCS's required raising the input voltage to 150 volts

; D.C. The inadequacy was further compounded by the larger than

expected power consumption of the control circuits. To obtain

i approximately 50 watts of control power at 20 volts would require

: 52_ watts to be dissipated in the class A type transistor voltage

[ regulator origins.fly proposed. A chopper was selected as a more

! efficient means of obtaining the low voltage D.C The chopper

circuit selected is t at shown in Figures IV-I and App. B-I. This

circ. it produces a well-re_-/lated, low-ripple output voltage of a

value determined by the voltage of Zener diode CRIS.

3. Master Oscillator

The original form of the master oscillator in the proposed circuit

uses a saturating core to determine the frequency. This concep_

was r_tained in the final system. Other choices of basic circuits

and the particular need for many forms of isolated power to supply

them, prompted an increase in the power handling capability of the

II-9
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_ master oscillator. _ince most of the circuits required isolation

< from e_ch other and from the input terminals, it was decided to

put all control power through the master oscil!a_or artsuse isolated

secondary windings to supply control circuits. '_ne chopper then

wc_Id not have to step down as f_r in volts_a and the master oscil-

[ lator could work at highe.r in._ut voltages.

, 4- Schmitt Tri_6er

The main reason for choosing the Schmitt trigger for the phase

shifting circuit was its speed of response. The original work

statement called for regulation of the output current into a short

' circuit to a value which would not cause damage to any circuit

-_ components. In order to maintain safe limits on component currents

• it would be necessary to phase-shift from full in-phase to full out-

of-phaee as rapidly as possible. The Schmitt trigger was considered

to offer an effective means of providing rspid phase-shift control.

5- Voltage Re6_lator and Overcurrent Regulator

Circuits for accomplishing regulation were to be invest_ted during

the development program. The discussion of the & ,._lopment of

these circuits points out some of the methods tried.

6. GCS Drive Circuit

.. The proposed GCS drive circuits were modified after the particular

" requirements and characteristics of the 242Z GCS were better under-

stood. Reference is made to Section III of this report, where all

GCS gate circuits examined during the development of this system

a_w described.

.._ I;[-i0
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III. CIRCUIT DEVELOPMENT

.f

.( After the inftial choice of basic circuits, the development of t._ese circuits

began. Work was directed towards perfecting t._e basic circuits or finding

specific faults and substituting other circuits. Tue following discussions

,. point out the highlights of the development of specific circuits.

'_ A. INVERTER DEVELOPMENT
!
•'i The major reason for investigating the use of GCS's in an inve_er
:f

is that t:_-_ new device offers a combination of the desi_--ablefeatures

of bot:. transistors and silicon controlled rectifiers. The GCS can

be switcned on and off and does not require a continuous drive current

to maintain conduction. Unlike an SC,R, the OZS does not require

forced commutation, thus permitting elimination of commutating capa-

citors and inductors from the inverter circuit. During the early

development for this project vet 9"successful operation of the GCS

was being achieved. Hgwever, as more circuitry was added to the

breadboard and as more_ severe operating conditions were tried, GCS

failures began occurring. A thorough check of the power dissipation

in the u_vice and its operating currents and voltages as compared to

its ratings shoved reasonable margins. Further investigation

disclosed a severe unbalance of inverter transformer magnetizing

current in eacn half-cycle of operation. This unbalance was due

to a D.C. component of voltage applied to the transformer which was

causing Jt to operate near saturation. As the D.C. input voltage

was increased, the t_nsformer magnetizing current increased and

finally caused failure of the GCS. The possible causes of the D.C.

component of voltage were; unequal duration of half-cycles, unequal

forward voltage drop of the GCS's, or unequal switching times of

the GCS's. Similar problems had been recognized in previous transis-

tor and $CR inverter circuits. The solutions used in earlier inverters

were then tried in the GCS inverter

First a larger air gap "_as placed in the inverter transformer. This

rounds the saturation knee of the hysteresis loop and increases the
j
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magnetizing current. Exhaustive inverter tests showed that the air

gap had to be increased to the point where the magnetizing current

plus full load current exceeded the rating of the GCS. The increased

magnetizing current was also severely increasing the size of _he output

transformer because of the larger wire required. Different magnetic

materials were also considered; _specially those with a rounded

magnetization curve. However, these materials would probably have

failed to solve the problem for tbe same reason the increased air

gap failed to work.

Another method of forcing a balance of the inverter half-cycle

currents was to connect a low value resistor in series with the D.C.

input to the inverter. By introducing a greater impedance in series

with the transformer, the unbalance in current would be reduced and

•_ saturation would be avoided. This resistor helps to balance the
!

volt-seconds applied to the core eachhalf-cycle by producing a

, larger voltage drop when the current is increased during a half-

cycle. Experimental tests of this method proved that it worked,

but the value of resistance and the resulting power loss prohibited

.. use of this method.

Consideration was given to the possibility of sensing half-cycle

currents and controlling GCS half-cycle conduction times to maintain

, balance. This method was not tried because of the expected complexity

' of the necessary control circuits.

' A solution was finally found and i_ is shorn in the inverter circuit

of Figure 111-12 The added comp_'ents are CI, LI, RI, R2, and CRY.

The balancing of inverter currents by the addition of CI _ud LI is

as follows : Assume that current Ii is greater than current I_ at

the end of their respective half-cycles. When GCSI is being turned

c"f, the larger Ii flows through CI and reverses the voltage of CI

in a relatively short time. This is explained by the following equation:
r

e =_ idt

" _ III-2
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If e and C are fixed, then the larger the value of i the smaller

dt becomes. The voltage across the transformer TI reaches its

peak magnitude sooner and maintains it longer in this half-cyc.!e

because the large I1 reversed the voltage of C1 relatively fast.

The volt-seconds of the present polarity applied to the transform_:r

will therefore be larger and tend to increase the current I2. If,

however, I2 remains small when it is time to turn-off CGS2, then

the small current will take longer to reverse the charge on C1

(_ee equation above). It will take longer to reach the peak voltage

of the opposite polarity in this new half-cycle. Therefore, at the

end of this new half-cycle, the transformer will have a _maller

magnetizing current. The current I1 is then smaller than the cycle

before. The effect of C1 tends to equalize the two currents I1 and

I2 by changing the half-cycle volt-seconds applied to the transformer

T1. The inductor L1 is provided to present an impedance between the

inverter and the source while switching is taking place, so that C1

can successfully perform its function. In addition, the impedance ad_d

by L1 also aids in balancing the half-cycle currents. The original

experimental value of capacitance chosen was 0.5 microfarads and the

original line choke was 5.0 millihenries. After further investiga-

tion the capacitance was reduced 0.05 microfarads. Because this

_.apacitorwas an important factor in determining transient conditions

during GCS switching, considerable attention was given to the selection

of an optimum value. Because the line inductor was less critical and

time for further investigation was limited, equal effort was not

devoted to optimizing the inductor. Further de_lopment may permit

this inductor to be significantly reduced in _._._

Use of the capacitor a_d line choke required the addition of other

components to the _uverter. The line choae stores energy and if the

current is interrupted it generates large voltage,spikes. Resistor R1

and diode CR3 were added to the circuit (see Figure III-i) to provide

a low impedance path for line choke current to flow during the GCS
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switching period when both GCS's may be off. This prevents

excessive voltage spikes across the GCS's when they are turning off.

The charging of the capacitor through the llne choke causes a build up

of current which is undesirable. A method of preventing this build up

is to dissipate the stored energy in resistor. This is accomplished

by resistor R2 in Figure III-i. The dissipation of this resistor in

' this application is relatively high because when the two inverters

are phase-shifted there is an interval when current is not supplied

to the load. During this interval the current is maintained through

the line choke and flows in the alternate path provided by R2.

In the first breadboard circuits the rate-of-rise of voltage

(dV/dt) across the GCS was controlled by an RC circuit. This RC

network also increased the turn-off capability of GCS circuit by

momentarily shunting the current from the GCS as turn-off was

occurring. The Westinghouse Semiconductor Division recommends that

the diode-resistor-capacitor shunt path allow approximately 5 micro-

seconds for the full blocking voltage of the de_±ce to be reached.

Therefore C3 (See Figure 111-2) must pass current for 5 microseconds

and the voltage of C3 must not exceed 550 volts at the end of that

: interval. With a load current of 8 _nps, then:

l.
e=--, idt

cj
and

C3 = 0.11_ microfarads

: Allowing a safety factor of 2, the current would be 16 amps and C3

becomes approximately 0.25 microfarads. The voltage rating of this

capacitor should be at least 600 WVDC. The resistor R6 limits the

discha_-gecurrent of C3 through GCSI when GCSI turns on. For a

charging voltage of 350 volts on C5, the power rating of R6 shouJd be

1 v2xP-- f
or

P _ 15 watts
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The diode CR4 must handle peak repetitive currents of 8 amps for

5 to i0 microseconds once every cycle of the inve_rterfrequency. It

must have a blocking voltage of about 700 volts to allow a 2 to 1

"! safety factor. Since standard power diodes normally have long

: recovery times, the use of fast recovery diode is recommended to

_ provide more reliable service. A 6-amp, 600-volt, 200 nanosecond

maximum recovery time, Type 478M diode was originally used.

Later tests with this RC circuit showed that it introduced a serious

problem in inverter operation. The capacitor C3 does not always charge

_ to the full voltage as GCSI turns off; then when GCS2 turns on,

transformer action forces a rapid increase of the voltage cn C5 which

causes a large current spike to flow through GCS2. Because of the

resonant charging effect produced by the leakage inductance of the

transformer, the voltage on C5 builds up excessive voltage across

GCS1. These circuits were removed and capacitor C1 in Figure III-I

was used to provide a controlled dV/dt for the GCS. The elimination

of these circuits removed 60 watts of power dissipation from the two

inverter circuits.

Capacitor C1, however produced a large reverse recover_/current in

the GCS. Figure III-5 illustrates that 9hen GCSl.turns-off

and GCS2 turns-on, the voltage on C1 is applied across GCS1. This

causes a spike of current to flow through GCS2 to recover GCS1 to

the blocking state. The first attempted solution was the addition

of small saturating inductors in the anode of each GCS. These did

not perform adequately and so were replaced with an inductor in series

,_ with the capacitor. The circuit used is that shown in Figure 111-4.

The inductor limits the rate of current build up (dI/dt) and two

resistors prevent ringing to excessive voltages.

The installation of the final dI/dt circuits prompted the re-addition

of the dV/dt circuits. The dV/dt protection afforded by the

capacitor onl3&from anode to anode of the GCS's was no longer available.

The component values of the new dV/dt circuits were experimentally

deterimined to provide adequate protection for worst case operation.

The final components are smaller in value and size than previously

IIl- 7
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used and their losses a_e lower.

As poisonedout in the above discussion, a number of problems were

encountered during the development of the GCS inverter. The major

problems were unbalanced transformer magnetizing currents and large

dV/dt and dl/dt conditions. Solutions were found after careful

investigation of operating conditions in the breadboard. The resulting

breadboard circuit was capable of providing 1 Kw per inverter at a

i000 cps operating frequency.

B. CHOPPER DEVELOP_NT

The initial choice of the chopper circuitry proved entirely practical

for this application. The only work required in this area was the

final design of circuit components to cover the range of input voltage

and to design the output filter components. The addition of one

capacitor C40 to improve the response and the regulation of the chopper

is shown in Figure App. B-i.
o

C. MASTER OSCILLATOR _VELOP_NT

Development work on the master oscillator, after the initial choice

of the basic circuit, is described in the experimental model

electrical design under master oscillator improvements.

D. SCHMI_ TRIGGER DEVELOPMENT

Various circuits were considered for providin_ the phase-shifted drive

signals to the inverters. A Sehmitt trigger circuit was selected

: because it could provide very rapid phase control. Fast response was

considered necessary to maintain reliable inverter operation during

the short circuit condition. If the output w_re shorted the inductor

and capacitor of the high voltage filter would feed the loa_ for a few

milliseconds but to limit the inverter current it would be raecessary

to _hift the inverters 180° out of phase within a one or two half-

cycles. The Schmitt tr_ers operated this fast, but it was difficult

to maintain stability. A longer time constant in the sensing network
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_: slowe_ ,his response to 3 to 5 half-cyclcs and prevented instability.

" The output inductor would necessarily hav( to limit the build up

of current to the load so the inductor was increased to its present
{

:I size.

Consideration was given to have a single Schmi_t trigger cunning at

double the oscillator frequency and driving a binary count-down

circuit to feed the phase-shifted pair of inverters. However, this

was discarded as difficulties were foreseen when the system attempted

to phase-shift rapidly.

" E. OVERCURRENT CIRCUITRY DEVELOPMENT

The first proposed current sensing circuit used two ring cores fed

with a square wave and having their output windings connected in

opposition. One core had a square loop characteristic and had a

winding which was fed with the output current. Under normal conditions

both cores were unsaturated so the net result was practically zero

output. In the event the output increases to 1 ampere (25% overload)

the square loop core saturates and a D.C. output is obtained. This

• signal trips an 'AND' gate which interrupts the Schmitt trigger

operation and drives inverter 2 out of phase with inverter 1.

Removing the output short circuit restores operation of the Schmitt

triggers _d the 'A_' gates are released. When it was decided to

have the pc _upply work without a proportional output current

control, this system was discarded.

Other methods were tried for overcurrent sensing and one _nich proved

to be extremely successful was to use a pair of transistors in

push-pull with their bases driven with a square wave. The D.C.

voltage applied to the collectors is developed across a resistor

placed in series with the output of the high voltage supply. As

the output current increased a large output was produced. This

output was rectified and fed back to the Schmitt triggers to provide

proportional phase control. When the series input transistors were

added to the inverter circuit, it _a_sno longer desirable or necessary

I_ 111-9
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to sense and control the current with this type of circ-it.

F. VOLTAGE_TO_ DEVELOIqENT

Voltage re_tion of the inverter8 is acecwplished by phasi_

back one pair of inverters with respect to the others. The output

voltage needed to be sensed proportionaJ__y and a D.C. signal fed

back to the phase shii_ers. Several circuits were tried before

a_iving at the present system. One circuit which was tried was

to sense Chc high volt_e A.C. being fed into the brld@e rectifier.

This was not highly successful because the peaks of A.C. voltage

always re_ined _he same and spikes of voltage at narrow conduction

angles produced errors. The present system consists of a bleeder

network across the high voltage D.C. _axtput,feedinK a Shockley

diode pulse transformer network and a reference Zener 41odep which

produced suc_.essful results.

G. _ mUvE Cn_m _V__

TLe pro6ressive steps in the develolment of the _ _te circuitry Is

shown by Figures III-5 a, b, c; III-Sd,e,f; _nd II_-_ Theme figures

display "'he variou_ forms of GCS pte circuits considered. For

siwplieity, c_ly the disadvantages of each circuit are given. In

i Figure III-Sa an early drive circuit is shown in which delay of the

, turn-on gate current was provided by a ssturatin_ core. A proble_

. with this method was that magnetizing current flowing into the gate

would turn the GCS on. The circuit of Figure lll-Sb was not satis-
i

: factory because the high reverse voltage drop of the _ gate caused the

Shockley diode to fire on the turn-ofT pulse, thus shunting the

current away frc_ the GCS gate. The circuit of Figuxw III-5c solved

the problem of the above circuit, but the turu-on _avefora is slow in

riming due to the inductance of the transformer winding. Figure Ill-5d

shows one proposed drive circuit that _8 considered but dismissed

because of its complexity. Likewire, were the circuits of Figure 111-5 •

an4 f dismissed.
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,_gure _1-5. Experimental GC$ Drive _rcuits
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' i Figure 111o5. Experimental GCS ])riveCircuit (cont,d)
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The final drive circuit chosen is sho_'nin Figure III-6. Once

the need for delay of one GCS turning on after the turn-off of the

other GCS was removed, a common gate pulse could be used. The

pulse is produced by breakover of the Shockley diode in the full

wa_ diode bridge. The two capacitors provide a low impedance

so that the pulse magnitude can be high. The shunt capacitor

by-passes the inductance of the transformer secondary and the series

capacitor forms the pulse. The center-tapped secondary winding and

the resistor-diode networks provide bias to the GCS; cu: nt bias

to keep it on during its conducting half-cycle and voltage bias to

keep it off du_-ingits blocking half-cycle.

H. "SOFT-ON" CIRCUIT DEVELOPMENT

The "Soft-O_" circuit acquired the forumshown in Figure IV-I as soon

as the necessary input criteria to the Schmitt trigger were established.

The breadb_i model ':_oft_On"circuit was not capable of b_ing reset

in the minimum "Blink-Off" time period of 2 milliseconds. In order

to remedy this situation the "Soft-On" circuit was changed to that

shown in Figure App. B-! This change provided the required rapid

reset feature, and was the only major development performed on this

circuit.

I. "BLINK-0FF" CIRCUIT DEVELOPMENT

The original method of initiating "Blink-0ff" was by the timing out

of the overcur_'enttime delay circuit. After a predetermined time

of _perating in a aurrent limiting mode into an overload condition

the circuit would "Blir_k-Off". The addition of the series power

transistors G_26and 9.29eliminated the overcurrent regulator circuit

and provided a new form of current regulation. The method of sensing

overcurrent was then changed to that shown in Figure App. B-I. When

the input current to an inverter reaches a certain point, the ser_es

power transistor pulls out of satu:Btion and limits the maximum input

current to that value. The voltage appearing on the collector of the

series transistor is then fed into an RC integrating circuit. When

111-13
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the voltage on the capacitor reaches the voltage of the four layer

bre_:over device, a pulse is formed which is delivered to SCR Q3v

to initiate "Blink-Off". The input circuit to the gate of Q}7 is the

: only major developmental change; the rest of the "Blink-Off" circuit

which provides the timing function has not been greatly changed.

I

I
!
!

i
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IV. BREADBOARD MODEL EVALUATION

The results of the Breadboard Model testing are segregated into five care~

• gorles: performance of control and protect on functions, static load tests,
%

component electrical stress tests, gate contzolled switch failures, and

conclusions and recommendations.

A. PERFORMANCE OF CONTROL AND PROTECTION FUNCTIONS.

i. Start-up Time Delay

With the on-off switch (SWI) (see Figure IV-l) in the on position, after

power is applied to the input terminals of the unit, there is 200

milliseconds of delay before the system comes "soft-on" and starts

supplying output voltage. The major portion of this delay is in the

chopper circuit, where 160 milliseconds are required to charge the

filter capacitor. Further delay is in the Shockley diode and SCR

start circuit on the input to the master oscillator. Added delay in

the master oscillator results due to charging of the rectifier

supply filter capacitors. Thus the master oscillator is started

and stabilized, all d-c supplies are on, control circuits are

energized and prepared, and timing circuits are ready to initiate

proper sequential operation of the system. The start-up time delay

only operates when input power is first applied or whenever the input

power is removed and then reapplied. In the experimental model the

start-up time delay remains at about 200milliseconds because of the

addition of CE 102 and @27 (See Figure App. B-l).

2. "Soft-On" Time Delay

The "soft-on" time delay, determined in part by resistors R75, R76

and capacitors C45, C46, is adjustable between 2.0 milliseconds and

2.0 seconds in accordance with the work statement requirement. The

"soft-on" circuit controls the rate at which the two power inverters

are brought in phase. The two inverters are in phase within 10

degrees at the end of the timing interval chosen. Measurements of

"soft-on" time constant range in the e:_erimental model were determined

by the length of time the output took to reach 2500 volts.

IV-i
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3. Overcurrent Time Delay

When the output exceeds the trip point of cha overcurrent regulator

circuit, the Shockley diode relaxation oscillator begins supplylng

a signal; part of which is conducted to the overcurrent sensing

circuit. This signal initiates the overcurrent time delay. After

this delay it is possible to "bllnk-off" the system. The actual

"blink-off" is inhibited by a synchronizing circuit. The synchronizing

circuit allows the main power inverter's switching transients to be

over before "blink-off" occurs. Thus the synchronizing circuit

imposes discrete steps of about 0.6 milliseconds in the overcurrent

time delay, The overcurrent time delay is adjustable from 2 to 50

milliseconds in accdrdance with the work statement requirement.

Later this circuitry was eliminated because of requested changes in

the work statement requirements.

4. "Blink-Off" Time Delay

The "blink-off" time delay is adjustable from i to 50 milliseconds.

This is the time between "bllnk-off" of the system_ due to the over-

current time delay circuit, and the start of "soft-on". An important

point to note here is that the output current may or may not fall to

zero during the off time of the system (i.e., 2 to 50 milliseconds).

In the experimental model "bllnk-off" was extended to a range of 25

to 500 milliseconds.

5. On-Off Switch

The on-off switch and control terminals A and C are provided for

external control of the system. With the switch in the on position,

or control point A shorted to the minus input terminal) the operation

of the system is as described in Section IV.A.I. When the switch

is moved to the off position or when control point C is shorted to

the minus inpu_ terminal, the operation is as described below. With

SW1 in the off position, the base of Q38 is shorted to ground simulati.,g

an overcurren_ in the output to the overcurrent time delay circuit.

The operation then proceeds as descrlbed in Section IV.A.3 until the

system is automatically shut down by "blink-off". The controls then

IV-3
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lock up the operation to the o£f mode. Mov/_s the switch back to the

on position brines t_e control immediately to the "soft-on" condit_on,

B. STATIC LOAD1ZSTS.

I, Input Current Ripple

The input ripple from the source was meaeurea us_ a T and M Research

Products current viewfng resistor (model number SBNC-2-01). The

current ripple wave form is shown in Fipra IV-2. The allowable

ripple is 2_ rms and Y£ peak. For a nominal input current of 14 amps

at full load, the rms ripple allowable is 0.28 ape and peak is 0.70

amps. The waveform of Fieure IV-2 shows a peak-to-peak ripple of

0.25 amps. Thus the system meets the requirement of the work state-

ment. The input filter may be reduced to conserve meisht and still

meet the ZZ rms and 5_ peak input ripple c_I_C requirement,

2. The Output Voltage Ripple

The output voltage ripple was observed under full-load and no-load.

The input voltage was maintained at 155 volts D.C. Figure _V-3

(a) and (b) show the full-load voltage ripple and no-load voltage

ripple, respectively. The full-load output voltage ripple _'ae

measured vs/_S a thermocou_le voltmlter connected in series wLth a

high voltage capacitor. The high voltage capacitor was approx/_ately

ten times the capacit-_nce of the output filter capacitor. The measured

ripple was 4.5 volts rms, or 0.18Z. The 5Z maximum ripple voltage in

the work statement was thus satisfied.

3. Efficiency

_e efficiency o£ the breadboard model was measured and is graphically

shown £n Figure IV-4. The full-load efficiency for ]55 volts D.C.

input and rated output is 90_.

The abi,_ity of the system to regulate tbe output voltage to 2500 volts

D.C._+ _ from 30Z load to 100Z load and to resulate to 2500 volts D.C.

+ 10_ at no-load in accordance _r£th the work scatemmnt was measured.

Iv-4
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Amplitude Scale: 0.1 amps/cm.

Time Scale: 0.5 milliseconds/cm.

t

-
• b

i

Figure IV-2. Input Direct Current Ripple at Full Load
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Amplitude Scale: 20 volts/cm.
For Both Pictures

Time Scale: 0.2 milliseconcis/cm.

: _ _ _ , .
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_'i.. Iv-5. FullLoad and No Load OutputVoltageRipple
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CURRENT - PER UNIT

0 0 25 O. 50 O. 75 1.0 1,25
100 _-----------

80

4O

.%

i 10

_

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

CURRENT, AMPERES D. C. , OUTPUT

-FigureIV-_
EfficiencyVersus Load for 2 KW, 2500 Volt D. C.

Breadboard.Model Power Converter
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The results are shown in Figure IV-5 for three conditions of input

voltage; 140 volts D.C., 115 volts D.C. and 170 volts D.C. The

results show =hat the system meets the regulation require-_nts o_

_.e work statement.

_. Safety Factor Applied to Inverter GCS's

The work statement goal of a 2 to I safety factor o:s current and voltage

for ser.iconductors was checked in the breadboard model for the critical

compcr.ent, the GCS. The tesE results showed that with the present rating

GC3 devices a safety factor of about 1.75 to 1 could be achieved. The

voltage and current for one GCS in each of the two power inverters

was observed on an oscilloscope and photographed. The oscillograms are

shown in Figures IV-6 (a) and (b), and IV-7 (a) and (b). The peak

voltage across a GCS is 400 volts and the rms current through a GCS is

5.35 amps (see Figure IV-8). Thz voltage safety factor was 1.75 to 1.

The rms current safety factor was 1.87 to I. The resulting D+C. voltage

across the high voltage rectifier bridge is shown in Figure IV-9. To

achieve a higher safety factor with available GCS'$ wo_id require

usin_ a greater number of devices. It is felt that the adde_ crmplexlty

associated with additional devices is not warranted in the present

development program, particularly since higher power devices which

would provide greater safety factors are under development and will

be available in the future.

C. COMPONED_TELECTRICAL $1T, ESS _ESTS.

The component electrical stress tests on the breadboard model were

limited by the inability of the GCS's to take large overload currents

during short circut, t transients. Components have since been added

to reduce the surge current through the GCS. One change involved

making the output choke L¢ l_IEer in inductance. Obviously, this

; increased system weight. A second change, considered duril._g bread-

board tests was the addition of a transistor in series with the input

to the inverters. This transistor would be fully on or saturated

during normal opera=ion, but would regulate the current by pulling

out of saturation during c_;e_-loads. Later in the breadboard develop-

' _ IV-8
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CURRENT - PER UNIT
0 0.25 0. 5 0. '/5 1.0 1.25

2800 ....

o_ No Load Limit - 2750 Volts
r_

, 2700 _

_" 30% Load 100_ -4"
• [ 2625 Volts - Upper Limit

j-

: _ 2600'-
L-4

2500_ _,- -. 170 Volta D.C. Input -
155 Volts D.C. InputO

I _ 140 Volts D!C. Input
r 2375 Volts - Lower Limit

:.:0,-......Load 100_'_

2300

>

m ,--

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

CURRENT - AMPERES, D.C., OUTPUT

Figure IV-5.

Voltage Regulation Curves for 2 KW, 2500 Volt D. C.
BreadboardModel Power Converter
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(a) GCS Voltage gy

Amplitude Scale: 100 volts/cm.

..-d

|

i
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(b) GCS Current I F

Amplitude. Scale: 5.0 an_ps/cm.

Both Pictures at 0.2 mill_seconds/cm.

Figure i:':g. GSC Volta_Fe and Current in Inverter No. 1
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(a) GCS Voltage VF

Amplitude Scale: 100 volts/cm.

.... _ .__ %

(b) GCS Current IF

Amplitude Scale: 5.0 amps/cm.

Both Pictures at0.2 milliseconds/cm.

Fi,=-ure IV-?. GCS Voltage and Current in Inverter No. 9. 0_
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Amplitude Scale: 1000 volts/cm.

Time Scale: 0.2 milliseconds/cm.

Figure IV--9. High Voltage Rectifier Output Voltage
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ment a transistor was added in series with each inverter co permit

operation of _he system during transient short circuit conditions.

In the first breadboard the system was able to handle a suddenly

applied lo_d of 500 ohms, which is equal to about one-slxth the

rated load resistance of 3125 ohms. Under this condition the system

was able to phase back and regulate the output D.C. current to 0.85

amps or about 57. overload. It was also possible to short the output

terminals with the system de-energized and then slowlyraise the In-

put voltage from zero to nomfnal input voltage. The converter, however,

would not withstand the sudden application of a short circuit.

D. GATE CON_RO_ SW-ETCH FAILURES

During the course: of breadboard development several GCS failures

occured. SOme :failures were due to external causes such as accidental

groundlnE _f clrcults through oscilloscopes Or shorted connections,

while others_resulted from a malfunction of the inverter circuit. Of

the total 'i5 failures, five were accidentally caused and the remaining

ten were caused by circuit malfunction. When the iLver_r GC$ f_iled

to turn-ofSat: the end of its half-cycle and the opposi_ GCS turned

: on, the cu_ent _hroush the devices would rise to a large va].ue and

would fail the device. Likewise, if the •output transformer saturated,

a large curTent would flow through the GCS.

Fast-actinE current limiting fuses were used to protect the device;

however, it was found that these fuses would not clear rapidly enough

to prevent device failure. To provide better protection for the devices,

a solid state circuit breaker, which could interrupt within a few

microseconds_ was added to the breadboard system. After the addition

of a static circuit breaker, no further device failures wer_

encountered.

•' The majority of the circuit malfunctions which caused GC._ failures

were the result of output transformer saturation. When slightly
i

different volt-seconds were applied to output transformer primary

•_ IV-14
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: winding during zuccessive half-cycles, the ccre would eventually

become saturated and require more excitation current, than theN

GCS could turn-off. The curr,_nts through each GCS were balanced

by the _dition of C2, C3, L2 an_ L3. (Cee Figure IV-l). Assume

that the current I1 through Q1 exceeds the current 72 through Q2

: at the end of their half-cycles. When Q1 is being turned off, the

_ larger current I1 flows through C2 and reverses its cnarge in a

relatively short time.

1 /
= i dt

If e and C are fixed, then the larger the value of i the s_ller dt

becomes. The voltage across the transformer Tl reaches peak magnitude

sooner and maintains it longer in this half-cycle because the large

I1 reversed the charge on C2 relatively fast. The volt-seconds of

• the present polarity applied to the transformer w_ll therefore be

?_rger and tend to increase the current I2. If, however, I2 remains

small when it is time to commutate Q2, then the small current will

take longer to reach peak voltage of the opposite polarity in the

new half-cycle. Therefore, at th_ end of this new half-cycle the

transformer will have a smaller m_netizing current. The current

I1 is then smaller than the cycle oefore. The total effect of C2

is to equalize the two currents I1 and I2 by changing the half-cjcle

volt-seconds applied to the transformer T1. The inductor L2 is

provided to present an impedance between the inverter and the source

while switching is taking place, so that C2 can successfully perfozm its

function.

E. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOM_NDATIONS

The breadboard circuitry development indicated that the performance

cf the G_., power conditioning system could approach the goals

specified in the work statement. Use of the GCS in the type of

inverter system orig_naily selected and proposed for the application

I presented rather difficult problems. The major problems with the GCS

I
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was that unless circuit operation was restricted to those values

of current and voltage which the device can reliably turn off,

failure of the circ;lit would occur. To maintain operation within

these restrictlons, additional circuitry was required to control

the tranmlent conditions which are beyond the GCS turn-off capability.

During the breadboard development solutions to ,.any of the

problems associated with the application of the relatively new

gate controlled switches were found. Further effort afte_ the

i breadboard evalda_ion was required to achieve satisfactory inverter

! operation with suddenly applied output short circuits.

!
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: V. q%iT CONTROLLED SWITCH EVALUATION

: The Get& Controlled Switch was considered a "critical coo_onent" during

the program and therefore warrante3 further detailed examination:

The following are the results of that examination.

A. GATE CURRENT TO FIRE

The gate current to fire was _asured for eleven G_g's and the results

are shown in Table V-I. The method of measurement was to apply a

long time duration low amplitude positive gate pulse. The pulse

magnitude was then slowly increased until the GCS would continually

fire. _is current was noted and is the gate current to fire. The

pulse time duration was then shortened until the device began to

! fall to fire and then increased just enough to ensure continued

firing. This is reported as the pulse width to fire. The conditions

for this test are 25°C, a 200 volt input and a 20 ohm load.

: The actual gate current pulses used in the ion engine power supply

are typically those shown in Figure V-I (a) and (b). The comparison

of these actual waveforms with the results of Table V-I indicates that

the positive gate current pulses supplied to the r._q by the system

drive are more than adequate to fire any GCS of the type used.

B. GATE CURP_NT TO TURN-OFF

The s_me test set-up used above was used to test the eleven GCS_s for

the magDitude and duration of the negative gate current pulse required

to turn the device off. The negative gate current pulse amplitude was

set at 4 amps and slowly reduced until the GCS failed to turn-off. The

maBnltude was then increased enough to ensure turn-off and the

duration shortened to the point where the GCS still managed to turn-off.

These two quantities are listed as the gate current to turn-off and

i the pulse width to turn-off, respectively in 'fable V-l. The conditions

i of the test are 25"C, 200 volt input and a 20 ohm load.
J
!
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- C"

As measured with a model No. SBNC-2-01 T and M
Research Products Current ViewingResistor

Figure V-1. Typical Turn On Gate Current Pulse

v-3
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The inverter drive Circuits produce negative gate current pulses to

turn off as shown in Figure V-2 (a):and (b). The recommended pulse

waveform and a magnitude is shown in the Westinghouse-Semiconductor

Division's specification sheet for the 242 ZP gate current requirements

for turn off of 8 amps. (See Figure V-9). The waveforms of FiE-are

V-2 compared to this waveform show more than adequate turn-off

ability at 3 amps.

C. FORWARD VOLTAGE D_.OP

The GCS forward voltage drop versus the forward current was displayed
?

on a scope and photographed. The picture shown in Figure V-3 if for

device No. 3 of Table V-1 and it shows the general shape of this

: Vf versus If. plot for all devices. Forward voltage drop was measured

for all eleven GCS's at current = levels of+5 and 10:amps, The forvard

: voltage: drop at 5 amp s can he compared to the 3.0 volt figure given
I

in the GCS specification sheet. The forward voltage dr0_ at 10

amps can be used =in GCS power loss calculations for actual system

operation. Measurement is done with the circuit shown in Figure

V-4. The ,easuremnt at 5 a_ps show that some devices exceed the

:specified value Of 3:O volts. : These measurements were performed at

25"C. +.

D. SWITCHI_ TIl_S

The sv_tching t_m_s of the eleven GCS's were measured and the results

are reported in Table V-1. One of the GCS's (CCS No. 4) was further

checked by taking pictures of its turn-on and turn-off switching

time in both the test circuit and the inverter.

In the test circuit the GCS turns on and turns off I0 amps into a

20ohm load; The drive conditions at6 0.5 amps drive for turn-on

and +.0 amps for turn-off. In the inverter circuit, the current

that the device must turn-on and turn-off is shown in Figure V-5.

V-4
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As measured with a model No. SBNC-2-01 T and M

Research Products Current Viewing Resistor

Figure V-2. Typical Turn Off Gate Current Pulses

v-_
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Figure V-3. Typical GCS Vf Versus If, Inverter GCS No. 4

(As measured iu circuit of Figure v-l_)
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. _5_'I IN1206 /G.C.S. Under Test

1_ .

, , ii I -
I

@ _
V _ "

Figure V-4. Forward Voltage Versus Forward Current Test Circuit
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Figure V-5. GCS No. 4 Inverter Anode Current at Full Load

(As measured with a model No. SBNC-2-01 T and M
Research Products Current Viewing Resistor)

v-8
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Figure V-6 (a) shows the turn-on switching time of GCS No. ¢ in

the test circuit and Figure V-6 (b) shows the turn-off switch4ng

time. Figure V-7 shows switching in the inverter circuit under

full load. The sw_tching time in the inverter circuit can be seen

to be faster on turn-on and comparable at turn-off to those measured

in the test circuit.

E. POWER DISSIPATION

The power dissipation, in the four GC_es used in the inverter at

full load_ was measured by measuring each GCS stud temperatu:e and

comparing it to a known stud temperature versus power dissipation

plot. A typical plot for GCS Eo. ¢ is shown in Figure V-8. _he

full load power dissipation for the four inverter GCS's are iI,

12, 20, and 16 watts,

P. SPECIAL TESTS

I. Additional Static and Dynamic GCS Operating Characteristics

Further evaluatioz_of the Westinghouse type 242 gate controlled

switch was conducted by our Device Evaluation and Application Group.

This evaluation is included to provide supplementary information

on the characteristics of the GCS.

The following static and d)mamic characteriutics of four different

GCS's were measured:

a. Forward and Reverse Blocking Voltages (Table V-2)

1_ne blocking voltages are considered to be those voltages

at which the device's leakage current reaches 1 ma. Blocki_ig

voltages were measured at two temperatures (25 and 100°C).

b, Forward Voltage Drop (Table V-2)

The forward anode to cathode voltage drops of the devices were

measured with a I0 amp current at 25°C.

V-9



Time Scale" 1.0 microseconds/division

Amplitude Scale: Volt2ge at 50 volts/cm
Current at 2 amps/cm

OV & OA I
4

(a)
Turn On

V

OV & OA- I

(b)

Turn Off

Figure V-6. T.O.T. Tester Switching Times of GCS No. 4
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Time Scale: 1.0 microseconds/division

Amplitude Scale: Voltage 100 volts/division
Current 5 amps/division

Current as measured with a model No. SBNC-2-01 T and M
Research Products Current Viewing Resistor

OV-m -
(a)

Turn On

OV

(b)

Turn Off

_'tgure V-7. Inverter Switching Times of GCS No. 4

V-ll
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Figure V-8. Stud Temperature Versus Power Dissipation for GCS No. 4
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Table V-2. GCS Static Charac,cristics

For-_ra rd [! Forward Reverse Voltage

Blocking Blocking Drop at Holding Therma_ [
i Voltage Voltage 10 Amp Current Impedance

!GCS , (volts) (volts) (volts) {amp) °C/W

i ,,,,, C 25°C 25_C ]
; 25°C IO0°C 25°C ',,.-._"

Unit No. i j .

7 ! 900 i>1000 900 >I000 2.7 _ 0.24 0.7
; I lI

21 I 160 I 150 400 32C 2.8 0.16 0.5

I i i

97 i 250ii [ 380 i 300 45G 4.0 0.76 , 0.8
98 I 360 350 300 353 3, 0 O. 18 0.9

I . . J

Table V-3, GCS Dynamic Characteristics

Turn On Time Turn Off Time

(_.sec) (_,sec)

100 volts, 10 amp 1C0 volts, 10 amp

GCS Load Load [
Unit No. 25°C 100°C I

,

7 , 3.0 5.5 ]

21 ' 2.0 6.5

97 , 2.5 1.0

98 1.9 5.8

V-13
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c. Holding Current (Table V-2)

The holding current _s defined to be the _ininmm value of

anode current which is required to keep the device in an

on state followlug the removal of the turn-on pulse. As

with SCR's, if tbe anode urrent is reduced below this

value, the internal regeneration ceases and the device will

turn off. This was measured at a 25"C tem,exature.

d, Thermal Impedance (Table V-2)

The thermal impedance from Jun¢'_ion to case was measured.

This is determined dynamically by measuring the junction

and cas_ temperatures as well as the powe= dissipation

of the device while it is carrying a large _-_rage forward

current.

e. Turn On Time (Table V-3)

This was measured with a 100 volt, 10 am_ anode load and

a 1/2 amp gate turn on pulse. The measurements _ere made

for a 25"C temperature.

f. Turn Off Time (Table V-3)

Th£3 was measured with a I00 volt, I0 amp anode load and a

4 amp gate drive, The measurements were made for a 100°C

temperature. It was found that if the turn-off pulse were

reduced to 2 amp the turn-off time increased about 50 per-

cent.

2. Turning Off 50 Amp s to 50 Volts

The last test performed was to measure the maximum current which

can be turned off by the device. For this test a power supply

capable of providing lO0 volta, I00 amp pulses having a duration

of 250 microseconds and a repetition rate of 60 cps was used.

V-14
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All four units tested were able to turn off 50 amperes being supplied

to a I ohm load. Two units tested at higher currents failed when

turning off 70 amperes to a 1 ohm load. These tests indicate that

the devices are capable of turning off currents considerably higher

than the forward current zating of the devices.

3. Turning Off 15 Amps to 300 Volts

As was rmported in the Second Monthly Progress Report, a test was

oerformed to prove the ability of the GCS to turn off more than rated

curreet of 8 a.-_perespeak in the inverter circuit. The results of this

test on four units showed that the GCS could turn off 15 amps to 300

volts, l_,e conclusion was that a nearly 2 to I safety factor was built

into the inverters for l:his GCS characteristic.

G. POSSIBLE GCS FAILbTOE MODES

The conditions which may induce failure of the Type 242 device have not

yet been well defined. Wh.ile it is known that exceeding the pubiS.shed

steady state ratings of the device can lead to failure, the effects of

specific voltage and current conditicns in causing degradation or total

failure of the device have not been determined. In particular, the

effect of high gate turn-off currents, the effect of reverse anode

voltage with forward or reverse gate current, and the limitations on

dr/dr and di/dt are not well defined. In the breadboard, varying

effects were observed, depending on the GCS being used, and an attempt

was made to obtain further data on the characteristics of the devices

to determine if these effects would explain the failures.

i. Excessive Negative Gate Current

The device anode current in the inverter displayed the expected half-

cycle current waveshape. However, 30 to 40 microseconds after turn-

off it again conducted forward anode current. This current lasted

about 20 microseconds at 6 to 7 amps and then disappeared for the

rest of that half-cycle. The high turn-off current, the presence

of reverse anode voltage, and high dv/dt were suspected to be causes

of this condition.
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This device was removed from the inverter and checked in a separate

Lest circuit to determine if the effect could be reproduced. The

device displayed the following characteristics: as the turn-off gate

current was increased, the anode current changed from the normal and

expected turn-off condition to one similar to that observed in the

inverter. This test indicated that increasing the gate current to

obtain improved turn-off performance may produce unfavorable effects

during the turn-o_f transients.

2. Negative _ode Voltage and Negative Anode Current

Effects of forward and reverse gate current with reverse anode volt-

age were observed and it was found that the reverse leakage current

of the device increased significantly when gate current of either

polarity was flowing. This increased anode current may flow only

in localized regions of the device junctions and as a result cause

excessive heating which leads to degradation of characteristics or

failuze. The increased leakage caused by forward gate current is

expected and occurs not only in the GCS but also in SCR's. The

higher leakage produced by reverse g_te current was not expected and

did not occur with all devices which were checked.

Since the unexpected effects described above were observed in only a

few devices, they can probably be eliminated by improved control of

the fabrication process and b appropriate acceptance tests. When

t:_s device is in volute prodac:ion, it is very likely that the quality

and characteristics of the device will be more consistent.

3. DV/DT and DI/DT

Limits for dv/dt and di/dt have not been s[ecifled for the type 242

device; l_owever, liz_its of 200 volts/microse=onds and 15 amps/micro-

sac_nds have been suggested by ire Westinghouse Semiconductor Division.

No failures have been directly traced to excessive dv/dt and di/dt,

but under certain circuit conditions, high values of these transients

have been observed. The large value of dv/dt and di/dt (I000 volts/

microsecond and 40 amps/microsecond) observed were a direct consequence

of the fast switching spe_d of these devices.
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To prevent further failure of devices due to the above possible

. oa_.__ations w_r_ m_de in the inverter circuit to eliminate

reverse anode voltage, and to limit dv/dt and di/dt. The major

fihan_e was a reduaticn in thz capacitance connected acerss the

transfo£_er primary to reduce and practically eliminate the revzrse

anode voltage condition. High dv/dt caused by rapid switching of

the GCS :_as reduced by connecting a capacitive circuit ir parallel

with the de%ic_ to centrol the rate _fi application of forward voltage.

High di/dt has been reduced by apmropriate additions of inductance

to the eirc_t, :|ore selective screenin_ tests are also being

employed to detect devices displaying unusual characteristics. The

above . .__hang_= appear to have im@roved the reliability of the circuit

_nd tz have -_.........__e" device failures.

The results of the gate Controlled Switch Evaluation led to the

following conclusions:

i. The current pulses supplied by the ion engine power supply to

the GCS's for turn-on and turn-off are more than adequate as

comoared to the GCS specifications.

2. The forward voltage drop of the GCS's are generally below the

snecified value but a few exceed that value. Higher forward drop does

not harm airmJit cperaticn but does increase circuit losses, and

puts a lo:mr limit on ma::inmm system temperature.

sw_c,,_n= times (on and off) of the GCS are very rapid as

operated in the ion engine power supply. This is due to the good

gat_ drive current pulses provided.

4. _-_e power dissipation within the GCS's when operated at rated

full load are not excessive. The heat sink size must be selected

to ensure adequate safety factor on the GCS junction temperature.
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5. The special tests of this report indicate that the present GCS

is capable of turning off much more than the specified maximum

eight amperes. One test showed the GCS could turn off 50 amps and

_his would more _han satisfy a 2 to i safety factor on this device

specification for normal GCS operation in the ion engine power

supply.

6. GCS fail,are modes investigated in this report show that the GCS

can display unusual characteristics which could lead to destructive

failure of the GCS in this application. It is believed that good

acceptance tests and tighter quality control could eliminate the

GCS's that displayed the failure modes described in this report.
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WES?INGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATION

Youngwood, Pennsylvania

ADVANCED ENGINEERING DATA

MAXIMUM RATINGS & CHARACTERIS_'A-.S FOR THE TYPE 242ZB-P GATE CON-
TROLLED RECTIFIER

0.25" Stud Package (9/16" Hex)

Symbol Value

Forward RMS current, amperes IF 10

Fwd. Blocking Voltage, Volts, VFB B D F H K M P

Reverse Blocking Voltage, Volts, VFB 100 200 300 400 500 600 700

Peak anode Gate Turn-Off Current, Amperes IATO(max } 8.0

Tcase = 100°C; 5 ohms; tof f = 5 ,sec; IG(peak) = 1.0 amps
20 _sec__RC time constant}

+ _

J
Igate

I_ _--'z------- Turn-off pulse

In(peak)

Peak 1/2 cycle, _ current amps IFM(surge) 20

Forward blocking and reverse leakage current at
Tj = 125_C, mAdc IFB , IRB 10

Forward voltage drop at I F = 5.0Adc at Tj =25 °C, Vdc VF 3.0

Thermal resistance, junction to case, °C/W ()T C 1.4

Operating temperature, °C 2" -65 to +125

Storage temperature, °C Tstg -65 to +150

Turn-off energy, watt-sec EST O 1 x 10-3

Peak forward gate power watts PGM 10

Average reverse gate power, watts PGR(AV) 5.0

Peak forward gate current, amperes iGF 4.0

Peak reverse gate current, amperes iGR 4.0

Average reverse gate current, ma IGR 400 ma

Gate current to trigger at Tj = 25°C, ma IGT 200 ma

Gate voltageto triggerat Tj -: 25°C, volts VGT 2

StudTorque, Dry, In-Lbs. ---- 30

at 60 cyclesper second

FigureY-9. PublishedGCS Characteristics
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VI. EXPERIMENTAL MODF.LEVALUATION

A. EXPERIMEE_AL MODEL DESIGN DETAIL

i. Mechanical Construction

The overall mechanical construction criteria include isolation

of the high voltage components fo; personal safety, accessib3e

circuit components for measurement, aud isolation of power cir'uit

components form control circuit components for reasons of heat

and electromagnetic radiation. A picture of the experimental

model is shown in Figure VI-1. The high voltage cage is behind

the front panel. On the right and left s_des are mounted the boards

which contain the control circuitry. Behind the high voltage cage

are the series transistors and heat sinks. The larger components

such as inverter output transformers and input filter capacitors

are also between the high voltage cage and the rear wall. The gate

control switches are at the rear on separate insulated heat sinks

which form the rear wall of the cabinet.

2. Electrical Desi_n Modifications

a. Series Transistor Current Resulation

The breadboard model tests showed the inability of the original

circuit to withstand the application of a short circuit to its

output. Considerable time was spent solving this problem, both

prior to and following the breadboard evaluation tests. At

first effort was mainly directed towards altering the control

circuits to achieve the desired operation during the short cir-

cuit. Modification and improvement of control circuits did not

provide a solution and the search for a solution was shifte_ to

simpler, but less efficient, power circuit alterations.

The solution finally accepted was the use of a power transistor

in series wlth the D C. input to each inverter. The transistors

are operated in a current regulation mode and thus, during the

application of a short circuit to the inverter, GCS currents do
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not exc_-_d reasonable levels. Each inverter has its own

series transistor for two reasons: l) the power transistor

available can only handle the current and voltage requirements

of one inverter with adequate safety margin, and 2) the regula-

tion of the total input D.C. current would allow excessive

current in a single GCS if an unbalance should occur_

The results of tests after the circuit additions showed that

the transistor current regulation was not compatible with the

overcurrent regulator circuit operation. A request was then

made for permission to eliminate current regulation into a short

circuit and t9 allow the unit to "blink-off" imm; diately under

overcurrent conditions.

b. •Blink-Off" Modification

One advantage of the series transistor current regulator is

that it provides a simple method of accomplishing "Bllnk-0ff".

It is much easier to turn-off two transistors than to furnish

two pairs of GCS's with their turn-off drive requirements at

a relatively high repetition rate. Also, when the transistors

go into the current regulation mode upon overload, they provide

a convenient signal indicating the overlo_'l condition. In the

new circuit the voltage across the series transistors is sensed,

and when it exceeds a predetermined level for a certain length

of time, "Blink-Off" is initiated.

c. Start-Up Time Delay Improvement

The Start-Up T__me Delay circuitry of the breadboard model was

coml iicated s.nd %s tests revealed, was not necessary; so it

was removed. Two other components, Q27 and CRIO2, were added

to prevent the two series transistors (Q26 and @29) from turning

on during the initial application of _npat D.C. power. After

start-up, these components only function when input D.C. power

vI-3
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is removed and reapp!ied.

d. "Bli'_-Of _:; and "Soft-On" Circuit Cnaages

A request was made for a change in the work statement of the

contract %o lengthen the minimum "Soft-On" time constant from

2 mililseconds to 50 milliseconds and the minimum "BLink-Off"

time. delay from 2 milliseconds to 25 milliseconds. The reasons

for these requests were : I) to allow 8_lequate s_fety margin on

the power dissipated in Q26 and Q29, 2) to prevent system

in&tabilit.y which might occur when the time constants were

adjusted co values near the operating frequenuy of the system.

e. Master Oscillator Improvement

An important improvement was made in the master oscillator

circuit_.,-to reduce %he number of components and improve the

operation. It was found that the f,All voltage star_ing feature

was not needed for successful start of the low voltage control

circuits. The components were removed and a simple, master

oscillator start circuit was added. _"_,eremoval of the previous

maste-" oscillator starting circuit and its replacement with the

simpler circuit resulted in a savings of weight, and increased

efficiency and reliability.

f. Inverter Drive Interaction Problem

Because of the nature of the inverter GCS gate drive require-

ments there appeared an interaction problem between the two

drive circuits. This problem developed as the secondary circuit

components of transformers T3 and T4 were altered to produce

higher peak current pulses to the GCS gates. These pulses are

s_,pplied by each primary circuit and in turn come fr_n the

common D C. supply of the primary circuits. The problem resulted

in _ne inability to phase shift the dri_ signals 5o inverter

No. 2. The large current pulses drawn by the drive of inverter

No. 1 from the commoi: D.C. Supply c&used the driver of inverter No. 2

t," switch at those times, independent of No. 2's own drive signal

frc_ the Schmitt trigger and flip-flop. The signals from the

%q-4
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flip-flop were increased in an attempt to overcome the inter-

action, but this did not solve the problem. _e final solution

was the addition of two RC filter networks. The two RC filters

isolated the drive circuits from each other on hig_h speed

transients, thus preventing the interaction problem.

g. improved Dri,._ to Inverter No. 2

Later efforts to improve the magnitude and wave shape of the GCS

ga_e current pulses i_ inverter No. 2 resulted in a modification

of the fllp-flop output circuitry. As a result of tne_e modif_

cations, the magnitude and wave shape of the GCS gate current

pulses can be adjusted to the desired fo_.

h. improved GCS Gate Current Pulse Wave Shaping

Final achievement of the required GCS gate current pulse magnitude

and wave shape required the addition of a resistor in each inverter

drive circuit. Each resistor limits the magnitude of current that

can flow in the transformer secondary and damps out ringing of the

transformer.

i. GCS dI/dt Circuit Additions

Detailed observations of the inverter operation revealed the need

for limiting the rate of rise of current (dI/dt) in the G_'s.

Consultation with Westinghouse Semiconductor Division personnel

disclosed the practical limit of 15 amps/_sec, rating of the GCS.

Component additions were made to the circuit to achieve the

necessary dI/dt limiting.

j. Reinstallin_ GCS dV/dt Circuits

The same detailed observations of the inverter operation

mentioned above and the, modifications made there necessitated •

reinstalling the dV/dt circuits used very early in this project.

There is one important difference however; the capacitance value
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and therefore the diode and resistor are very much smaller.

This reduction is possible as a result of turning the blocking

GCS on at the same t._methe conducting GCS is being turned off.

The reduced component sizes and reduced power losses are a great

savings over the original design. Reinstalling the GCS dV/dt

circuits protects the GCS's by holding dV/dt below the value

given in the Critical Components Test Report (200 volt_/_sec.).

k. Inverte____r Line Choke Energy DissiPation

The method of removing "trapped-energy" in the inverter line

chokes L2 and L5 is by dissipation. This method is an alternate

to the method used in the breadboard where a tap on the output

transformer _as used to reclaim the energy. This method is less

efficient but is more reliable than the transformer tap. The

inverter line choke energy dissipation is a simple reliable method

of eliminating trapped energy.

1. (kltputShort Circuit Surge Current Limitin5

The work statement of this contract did not specify any output

short circuit surge current limits. Since the overcurrent

regulator sensing resistor was no longer used, there were no

internal camponents to provide surge current limiting. To

provide a limit, a resistor was inserted in series with high

voltage filter capacitor to )_Imitsurge current into a short

circuit.

B. STATIC LOAD TEST DATA

Experimentsl model tests were performed in the laboratory with the set

up as shown in Figure VI-2. This shows the experimental model in the

lower center of the picture. At the upper right is the three-phase,

250-volt, 60 cps variable autotransfromer used to supply adjustable

:,nputvoltage. Slightly to the left is the three-phase, six-diode

rectifier bridge used to obtain D.C. from the 60 cps source. Below

the rectifier is the capacitor of a single L-section LC filter (the

inductor is not snown) which was used to smooth the D.C. so that very
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little ripple would appear at the input to the experin_ntal model. Thus,

the input current ripple measurements and circult operation is not affected

by the 60 cps power. To the left of the rectifier is the load simulator.

The load simulator was assembled as part of Contract NAS 3-5918 and

consists of a v_culmmtriode (RCA Type 7C24/5762) for variable resistive

loads and a hydrogen thyratron (Amperex _ype 6268) and a vacuum relay

(Eimac Type VS-2) for application of short circuit transients. The

following is a description of test data +_akenunder static loading of

the experimental model.

1. Soft-On Time Constant

Measurements of the limits of adjustment of the "Soft-On" time

constant were made on the experimental model in the following

manner. It was first set up and operated with full rated load at

rated input voltage, and then shut down by the switch on the unit.

Next, the "Soft-On" controls were set to the limit desired for the

test. With a high voltage probe and oscilloscope the output voltages

were measured. The oscilloscope was then set for internal D.C.

level triggering of a single sweep and the sweep time adjusted for the

"Soft-On" time constant under consideration. Single sweep oscillo-

grams were then taken. The results of the "Soft-On" measurements

are shown in Figures VI-3 and VI-4. The limits of the "Soft-On"

t_me constant are 24 milliseconds minimum and 5000 milliseconds

maximum. The "Soft-On" time constant is defined as the length

of time it takes the output voltage to reach 2500 volts starting

from zero volts.

Two things affect the minimum "Soft-on" time constant. Output filter

components L&, Rl08, and C4 establish a certain minimum time constant

of delay even to a step function of output voltage from the inverters.

Furthermore, there is a slight time constant built into the applica-

tion of drive current to the 2N1814 power transistors Q26 and Q29.

This time constant was provided to prevent any starting malfunction

of _he _nverters due to the relatively instantaneous switching of

these transistors from the blocking state to the conducting state,

and to prevent destructive voltage transients on the transistors

themselves caused b instantaneously stopping the current in an
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a. Output Voltage Rise (R75 = i00 K 0hma)

20001 _

i000 .....

. --,. ............

b 40 80 120 160 200 milllseconds

b. Output Voltage Rise (R75 = 0 Ohms)

F_re VI-3. Soft-On Time Constant Range with
54 Microfarad Capacitor C46 + 045

(Full Load on Experimental Model)
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i000

0 40 80 12o 16o 200 milliseconds

a. Output Voltage Rise (R75 = I00 K Ohms)

2000

0

0 4 8 16 20 24 milliseconds

b. Output Voltage Rise (R75 = 0 Ohms)

Figure VI-4. Soft-On Time Constant Range
with 4 Microfarad Capacitor C45

(Full Load on Experimental Model)
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inductive circuit. This was a precautionary measure and adequate

test data has not been obtained to prove its worth. In summary, the

minimum "Soft-On" time constant is affected by the output filter

component values, which are fixed by other criteria, and the time

constant built into the drive circuits of Q26 and Q29.

2. Output Voltage Regulation and Efficiency

For the minimum, the rated, and the maximum input voltage, the load

was varied from no load to full load in appropriate inorements to

obtain voltage regulation and efficiency curves. The results of the

efficiency data, Figure VI-5,shows a maximum full load efficiency of

84.5% (corrected for meter calibration error) at minimum input voltage.

This value is lower than the value obtained with the breadboard,

mainly because of the addition of the current limiting transistors

Q26 and Q29, and _gative feedback resistors R42 and R68. These

components combined account for about lOOwatts of losses or 4%

reduction in efficiency.

The regulation curves for the various input voltages are shown in

Figure VI-6. With minimum input voltage and full load (0.8 ampz)

the output voltage is 2490 volts. This value is above the minimum

specified by the work statement. The regulation is within the

specified limits for both load and input voltage variations with a

no lo_d upper limit of 2640 volts.

3. Input Current Ripple

The measurement of the input current ripple was carried out at full

load (0.8 amps) and rated input voltage. The precision non-inductive

current measuring resistor (made by T and M Research Products) was

inserted in series with the input D.C. source to the experimental

model. The resulting photographs appear as Figure VI-7. The peak-

to-peak value of ripple current is 0.16 amps or 0.08 amps peak. This

is well within the work statement limit of 5% peak or 0.77 amps peak.

The rms value of input ripple current _s only about 0.04 amps which
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C_arrent,Amperes D.C., Output

Figure V!-5 Exp_.r_-_en'.z!Model Efficiency
P!o_ted as a ._A_uztlonof L,oa_
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Current -Amperes, D.C. Output

FigureVI-6 Experimental Model Output Voltage
Plott_ as a Function of Loa_
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l0

0

0 1 2 3 _ 5 millisecond_

a. Full Load Input Current Ripple

O
H

0 i 2 3 4 5 milliseconds

b_ Full Load Input Current Ripple

Figure VI-7. Input Current Ripple with Full

Load on the Experimental Model
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is also within the specified limit of 2% rms or 0.31 amps. The

very low value of input ripple current is the result of using

commercial grade aluminum electrolytic capacitors having a

two-to-one safety factor on the ripple current through each

capacitor. This resulted in more capacitance than is necessary

to make an adequate filter. Commercial grade capacitors were

used because of their considerably lower cnst and the desire to

conserve funds for exploring the more important tec_lica

problems.

_. Output Voltase Ripple

Output voltage ripple was measured at _ted input voltage, for two

load conditions. The results of these tests are displayed as

Figure VI-8. The method was an oscilloscope connected across

the terminals of a VTVM which was connected to read output

ripple voltage. The D.C. omponent of output voltage was blocked

by capacitors in series with the VTVM. The VTVM readings at no

load and full load show a maximum rms ripple voltage of i0 volts

at no load. This ripple amounts to O.h_ of the nominal output

D.C.voltage and is very much below the 5% or 125 _'o±tsrms

ripple allowed in the work statement. The ripple is very low

becau,Bethe output filter had been designed primarily to limit

the rate of current build up in a short circuit load. These

large values of filter components are no longer needed and

could be considerably reduces to achieve a size and weight

reduction.

C. COMPONENTS ELECTRICAL STRESS TEST DATA

The data and tables presented in this section show the safety factors

applied to the elect-ical stresses of the components. The stresses

of only the major semiconductor components are given. Other components

stresses such as ressistors, capacitors, and semiconductors in

circuits not affected by the power load transients have been emitted.

The stress levels of these components have been designed to be less

than one-half of their rating.
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a. Full Load Output Voltage

b. No Load Output Voltage

Fi_are VI-8. Output Voltage Ripple with Full Load

and No Load on Experimental Model
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i. Component Safety Factors for 2 Kw Rated Load

For these measurements the experimental model was set up for full

load (0.8 amps) operet'on at rated input voltage. She stresses of

one component of each set of similarly stressed components were

then measured. All current measurements were made with the T and M

Research Products current viewing resistor. Voltages were measured

with a standard oscilloscope probe, except for the high voltage

rectifier where a hi@h-voltage oscilloscope probe was used. The

waveforms were displayed on a Tektronix Type 533 oscilloscope smd the Type

53/5hD preamp _s used for all _,!ngle trace vo]tahe and current

waveforms. Table _Jl-1 is a summery of the component,: examined for

stress; the electrizal ratings of the components to which the 2 to 1

safety factor was applied; and t_.e measured maximum stress of that

co_,ponent.

The "critical components" of this system show a minimum safety factor

of 1.67 to 1 for this electrical stress at rated load in the experi-

mental model. The low safety factor of 1.25 to 1 for the peek gate

power of GCS Q3 has been discussed with our Semiconductor Division

persorauel and it has been determined that the GCS gate power can be

considerably higher than the published value without having any

destructive effects. The high voltage rectifier is considere'!

adequate for this application with a minimum safet_f factor of 2.5.

The current regulating transistors (2N1814's) have a minimum safety

factor of 1.6, but they perform their function with little trouble

as evidenced by the endurance tests.

2. Component Safety Factors wlth Hydrogen Thyratron and Vacuum
Relay Transient Breakdown Devices

The experimental model was operated in a similar manner an,] with the

same equipment as that described above. The oscilloscope traces

were observed durin& the interval of application of the hydrogen

thy_tron _hort circuit and _.gain for the vacuum relay short circuit.

The oscilloscope was set for a single sweep, triggered just prior

to the closing of the short, so that an expanded view of the few

cycles of inverter operation during the short might be obtained.
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VI-I. COMPONENT SAFETY FACTORS WITH RATED LOAD

Electrical Safet2
Component Rating Stress Factor

GCS Q1 IF Max-iG A 6 ARMS 1.67
(wx2_2zP)

VF_Max=700V 4OOV _k 1.75

•j Max:125°C 75°C 50°C

IGF Pk=4 A 2 A Pk 2.0

IGR Pk=4 A 1.25 Pk 3-2

PGM = lO W 6.0 W 1.67

PGR Av=5 W .6 W 8-,3

iGR Av=O._ A .03 A 13.3

GCS Q3 IF Max = i0 A 6 ARMS 1.67(wx2_azP)
v_,__x: 7oo 39oPk 1.8

•j Ma_:z25°c 77°c 48°c

IGF Pk=4 A 2 A Pk 2

IGR Pk=4 A 1.1 Pk 5.6

Pc_=low 8.ow 1.25

PGR Av=5 W .5 W lO

IGR Av=O._ A .03 A 13.3

Rectifier CR8 PIV 8000 V 2800 V 2.9

(FSPF8OW) IAV 2.0 A 0.8 A 2.5

Diode CRI PIV 690 V &lO V _-5

(478M) IAV 6.0 0.35 A 17

Diode CR5 PlY 600 V 360 V 1.7

IAV 6.0 A O.5 A 20

Transistor Q26 VCE Max 300 V 20 V on 1.6
190 V off

IC Max=30 A 8 A 5.8

PC Watts 250 W 25 W i0

Transistor Q29 VCE Max 300V 26 V on 1.6
(_N1814) 190 V off

iceMa_.=_OA 8 A 3.8

PC Watts 250 W 22 W ll.4

w-18
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TABLE ,r'r-.-_. CO.Y2ONENT SAFETY FACTORS WiT!{ RATED LOAD

(Continued )

Electrical Safety

Component Rat ing Stress Fact or

Transistor Q8 VCE Max }00 v i90 V off i.6
(2NiO15F)

I_ M_x 7.5 A 0.5 A 15

Transistor Qg0 VCE Max 500 V 190 V off !,6
_,2NlOl 5F)

IC Max 7.5 A 0.5 A 15

Diode CF67 PIV 6,00 V ik0 V 4.3

(478M) IAV 6.O 0.2 A _0

Diode CR68 PiV 600 V 210 V 2.9

(_78M) IAV 6.0 !.0 A 6.0

SCR Q6 VFB Max 400 160 V 2.5
(2N1777)

IF AV 4.7 -3 A 16

Transistor Q9 VCE 250 V i00 V 2.5

(2NI016E) IC 7.5 A -5 15

Transistor QI8 VCE i00 V hO V 2.5
('2N3.0163)

Ic 7.5i .25A 50

Transistor Q32 VCE 60 V 23 V 2.6
(2NIOI6A)

Ic 7.5 A i.0 A 7.5

Transistor Q23 VCE 90 V 29 V 3.i
(2N3o54)

Ic 2 A .05 A 40

Transistor Q24 VCE 40 V 3h V 1.3
(_zo39)

ic i .02 A 50

vl-z9
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The _-sults r_sults are summarized in Table _I-2. Data for only

components d_Irectlyaffected by the short circuit are given. Worst

case for all was u cd for the stress levels induced by _he hydrogen

thyratron or vacuum relay. However, the differences between the two

types of sho_ circuit are veinyslight.

The safety factor on C_S forward rms current had dropped to 1.5 from

!.67 at rated load. Howe,er, under the conditions of the short

circuit some allowance should be made for the higher surge current

Btlng of the GCS when determining this safety factor. The other

component safety factors remain a_ permissible levels for these tests.

The components used in the experimental model were r_adily available

manufacturer's catalog parts. It is quite possible that the manu-

facturer coula supply higher voltage components by special request.

This would improve the safety factors of the components showing a

voltage stress in exce_s of the objective 2 to i derating.

D. ENDURANCE TEST DATA

Treefulfillment of the _'orkstatement requirement of lO hours of opera-

tion into a dummy load was accomplished by two endur_uce tests of the

experimental model. Continuous full-loa_ was applied to the experi-

mental model for 7 hours and component t_Jmperaturerises recorded.

Cycled i_IA!l-?.oa_loperation and _cuum relay short circuit operation

was performed for an additional 7 hours and again component tempera-

tures were recorded. The combination of the coutinuou_ full-ioa(l

and cycled short circuit load for a total of i_ hours was consider_

adequate to comply with the ib hour requirement.

The maximum component temperature recorded was 121°C for the output

filter luductor L4. This is a relatively low temperature compared

to the permissible operating temperature for this component. The

possible weight reductions in Table VI-3 include this consideration

in determining the values stated. Semiconductor components main-

tained an adequate margin of safety, with the hottest of these

components being the two power transistors (2NISI_'s) at 61°U Aud

63°C. The GCS's ran cool with a maximum recorded stud temperature

of 52°C for Q3.

Vl- 20
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TABLE VI-2. COMPONEh_f SAFETY FACTORS WITH HYDROGEN THYRATRON

A_]3 VAC_J_. :_L&Y T_ANSIEr_ BREAKDOWN DEVICES

_ __rl _al Safety

Component Rating Stress Factor

GCS Qi VFB Msx 700 V h50 V !.6
(WX2_2Z_P)

IF Max 10 A 6.5 A _.5

Gcs Q} VFB 7OOv 43Ov 1.6
(WX242Zo)

IF: Max i0 A 6.5 A 1.5

Diode CR8 PIV 8000 V 3000 V 2.7

(FSPF80W) !AV 2.0 A .95 A 2.1

Diode CR! PIV 600 V h40 V 1.4

(h7@M) I. 6 A 2.0 A 3.0

Diode _ __R> PiV 600 V 400 V 1.5

(478M) IA 6 A 3.0 A 2.0

Transistor Q26 VCE _&_x 500 V 190 V 1.6
(2_a81a)

Ic _ 30 A 8.5 A 3.5

Transistor Q8 VCE Max 500 V 190 V 1.6
(2NIOI5F)

IC Max 7.5 A 0.5 A 15

T._ansistor Q29 Max 300 V 190 V 1.6
(2NlSik) VCE

i. M_ 50 A 9 A }.}

Transistor QgO VjE Max 500 V 190 V 1.6
(2Ni015F)

I. Max 7.5 A 0.4 A 1.9

Diode CR67 FIV 600 V 140 V [_.3

(478M) IAV 6.0 1.2 A 5.0

Diode CR68 PIV 600 V 950 V 2.4

(A78M) IAV 6.0 i.k A 4.3

\I-2!
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Although the transient loading during the cycled tests is severe, the

re_sultinglow duty cycle causes fewer average watts of dissipation

in each device. The "Blink-Off" and "Soft-0n" controls were adjusted

for approximately lO "Soft-0n's" per second resulting in about

137,000 c_nplete "Blink-Off" and "Soft-On" cycles during this test.

There were also 510 short ci:_uit transients in this 7 hours of

testing. The actual total n,mmberof short circuit transients during

the llfe of the experimental model is about 2000, including all tests

performed on the inverter. The "Blink-Off" and "Soft-On" cycles exceed

200,000 for all inverter tests. There is no apparent degradation oi"

components or circuit operation from any of these tests. The only

noticeable cha,_gein operation during the full iuad endurance test

was an increase in the noise level of the magnetic devices. This

can be remedied in future power inverters by using epoxy c_ment

to firmly bond the C-cores.

E. WEIGHT AND EFFICIENCY

A tabulation of the weight of all major components or groups of

similar components in the experimental model is given in Table VI-3.

The total component weight of the experimental model is 4_.48 lbs.; this

includes an estimated weight of 1.0 lb. for the small miscellaneous

components not specifically listed in the table. Because of other

problems, sufficient time was not available to optimize these

components for the final circuit configur_ ion (especially L_

which remains at the design used when th_ _ out current was

regulated by the overcurrent regulator control circuit). The last

column of the table points out estimated weight reductions in circuit

components that might be achieved considering the new method of

current regulating; the low temperature rise of components during

the er:durancetests; and other circuit changes pointed out in the

conclusions and recommendations.

The distribution of total power loss of 420.2 watts among the

various camponents is given in Table VI-4. At full load and rated

input voltage the efficiency is 82.6% (corrected for meter errors).

VI-22
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TABLE VI-4. COMPOB_qT L0S8 ANALYSIS

w

Total Loss

Loss/Item of Components _ of all
Component or or Circuit or Circuits Component

Line Item Circuit Description Qty. (v_tts) (watts) Losses

i CR)6,97/_,99 G.C.S. + Dtodms 4 17.0 68.0 16.2
QI,2,3,_

2 L4 Output Choke 1 60.0 60,.0 14.3

3 T1,T2 Output Trsnsforler 2 21.0 42.0 • i0.O

4 R57,58,59,I Voltage Feed Back 1 13.0 13.0 3.1

61,62 ) Resistance Bleed.

5 CR5,6,7,8_ Hi6h Vol%_m4_eRectifier 1 i).0 i).0 3.1

R108 1 High Vol_e Cal_C$tor 2.0 2.0 0.5Resistor

6 M2 Meter Resistor 1 2.0 2.0 0.5

7 R8, Rg, "I Energy Absorblns 8 9.2 7._.6 17.5
R_.65, !
RII,12, Resistors

66,67 ,

8 L1 Input Choke 1 5.0 5.0 1.2

9 L5 Chopper Inductor 1 0.5 0.5 0.I

i0 1,6 Chopper Inductor 1 7.5 7.5 1.7

ii '1'6 Oscillator Transformer 1 i2.0 12,0 2.9

12 All Others Co,trol Circuits and 20.0 20.0 4.8
Miscel_aneou_ other

Ccopcnen:ts

13 Q8,26,29,30 Series Transistors 2 _.0 68.0 16.2
Palre

i_ X4Z,_68 C,rrent_n,i,g _ 16.8 33.6 8.0
iResis%ors Pairs

420.2 i00.0

VI-24
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Since the GCS's for the experimental model are mounted on heatsinks

different from those of the breadboared, a typical temperature

rise versus power dissipation was measured again. The results of

this measurement is shown in Figure VI-9. From this dat_ it was

determined that the GCS loss ig abuut 17 watts per device. The other

component losses w_re measl,red or calculated as required. The series

, transister_ (Q26 and Q29) and their resistors (R&2 and R68) account

for a total of lO1.6 watts or 24.2_ of all circuit losses.

VI-25
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W_ts

Figure VI-9. TemperatureRise vs. Power Dissipate&
for A TypicalGCS on Its Heatsin_

_'Z-26
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VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Final test and evaluation of the ion engine thrustor power supply employing

gate controlled switches shows that the originally specified performance

requirements can be very closely irk_tched, i_ae techniques of using two

inverters operated with a variable phase shift has proven to be an effective

means of converting power from low-voltage D.C. to hlgh voltage, regulated

D.C.

For _he experimental model a safety factor of 2 to i was a design goal.

With currently available GCS's a mf;_imum saf_t_ factor of about 1.5 on

current and 1.6 on voltage was obtained. _e power transistors have a

safety factor of about 1.5o Since these co_onents were obtained in the

highest ratings available any improvement in safety factor would require

use of parallel or series devices or changes in the input voltage and the

number of inverter stages used.

The ability of the inverter to operate continuously at full load and through

a large number of short circuit "Bli_:-Off" cycles proves the reliability

of components and circuit operation. There were no component failures or

malfunctic f the inverter during the experimenta] model tests.

The experimental model does not fulfill original expectations with regard

to weight and efficiency. The weight (44 pounds) may be reduced to about

24 pounds and the efficiency of 82.67. may be raised as high as 90%. By

eliminating the input filter and the overcurrent time delay and increasing

the frequency it is estimated that the component weight could be further reduced

to about 12 pounds with the efficiency still near 9Y4.

During the program a number of problems were encountered in utilizing the

gate controlled switch. These problems arose because this was a new

device being applied in a new application and because the device characteristics

were subject to change as improved device fabrication _echniques were being

VII-1
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e_io_d. To cope with these problems various circuits were added to the

system during development an-," a ,-ery conservative design approach was

taken. Due te lack of time it was not possible to evaluate the need for

these added circuits or to redesign components which were excessively

large. Consequently the experimental model does not represent the ultimate

caoabilities of a GCS i_verter system for this application.

In the present system the follc_ing potential improvements exist:

a. _i_ination of transistors Q26 and Q29; this would remove

approximately 20% of the losses.

b. Reduction of output filter inductor to value needed to

meet only the ripple requirement (this assumes that no

overc_'rrent time delay is required); this would reduce

the weight by about i0 pc_unds.

c. Reduce or possibly eliminate the inverter input indu,.'Eors.

, d. Simplification and reductiol" o_ complexity of low power

control circuits.

To fully exploit the capabilities of the GCS, further circuitry development

should he conduc "ed. The high speed switching capabilities of the devices

as observed during this program indicate that new circuits which use the

device_ ac high frcquency should be investigated. Circuits employing

inductive discharge, for example, offer a simple and effective means of

converting low voltage D.C. to high voltage D.C. This technique and o_her

new techniques can offer smaller and more _fficient conversion system.° for

space application.

VII-2
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APPENDIX A. DESCRI_ liON OF EXPERIMENTAL MODEL OPERATION

The 2 kwhigh voltage power supply utilizes two GCS inverters to provide

a regulated output voltage of 2500 volts D.C. _ 5 percent when connected

to a supply voltage of 160 volts D.C. ± i0 percent. (See Figure App. B-I)_

The input voltage is converted by one pair of GCS's Q1 and Q2 to approxi-

mately 1400 volts square wave output at i000 cycles per second. The

_eccnd pair of GC_'s Q3 and Q4 _iso provide a 1400 volt square wave output;

however, they are driven slightly out of phase with the first pair. The

secondaries of the output transformers TI and T2 are connected in series

to produce a 2500 volt square wave A.C. Fnis voltage is then reetifled by a

high voltage bridge rectifier (CRS, 6, 7, and 8) and filtered by an LC

filter consisting of L4 and C4 to produce the desired D.C. output voltage.

Voltage regulation is achieved by phaslng back GCS's Q3 andS4,

I, Low Level Control Voltage

A low level D_C. voltage for control and protection functions is

obtained by using an SCR Q6 in a D.C. chopper circuit. _ drive

for the SCR is produced by a Shoekley diode CRI2 discharging a

capacitor C5 through a transforlner T5; diode i_I] dissipates the

reverse energy and allows the circuit to r,>¢over. The secondary

of T5 feeds the gate of SCR Q6 which turns on at a rate dependent

o_ the Shockiey diode circuit oscillation frequency. The SCR

is turned off again by the voltage reversal across C7 due to the

oscillation of C7 and LS. Smoothing of the chopped pulses is

accomplished by L6 and C8. A voltage reference is provided by

Zener diode CRIS, and an error signal is fed through R6 into the

base of transistor QT, which shunts R3. The a_plified error

signal varies the voltage at the junction of R1 and R2 to control

the _scillation rate of the Shockley diode circuit. The output

D.C. voltage is thereby regulated to about 50 volts by Zener diode

CRIS.

App. A-I
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Upon application of voltage to the input terminals, the free-r_nning

Shcck!ey diode oscillator provides 50 volts D.C. to the master oscillator,

which oscillates at approximately iOO0 cycles per second. The frequency

is controlled by a saturable reactor L7 wD_ich reverses the drive to the

transistor bases when it satumates. Taps are provided on L7 to change the

frequency. Yne osci]Sator consists in part of transistors Q9 and QIO,

and transfor_mm T6. Transformer T6 provides various output voltages for

drive and control purposes. SCR Q27 allows all the D.C. voltages to rise

to full value and establish the correct drive to the inverters before

t._rning on the series transistors Q26 and @29. Shockley diode CRI02 turns

on SCR Q27 when the positive D.C. supply reaches a suffJcient level to

operate the circuits.

!

2. Main Power sta_es and Outpu_ Circuit

Power trar_sformers T! and T2, gate conti'olled switches QI, Q2, Q3 and _.

are the main power stage components. L4 and C4 serve as output filter.

In the power stages Q. ,_ndQ2 are driven _., _rld off by transformer T3 and

silicon transistors QI7 8rod QI8. Drive is provided for these tr_u_sistors

directly from the master oscillator. The other pair of C_S's @.3 _ _ are

driven by transformer Th and sil_con transistors _i9 and Q21. D_ive is

provided for these transistors from a phase shifting circuit consisting of

a double Schmitt trigger and a flip-.flop circuit When both inverters are

operating into a normal full loed (i.e. 8_ mA), the bridge consisting of

Q3 and Q_ is being switched on and off almost in phase with bridge Ql _d

02 so the outputs of transformers T1 and T2 are added thus giving an output

of 2500 volts. Output voltage regulation is achieved by varying the phase

shift between the two inverters. This is discussed in the section on

Voltage Regulation.

The secondaries of the power trax,sformers aze fed into a full wave rectifier

bridge CR5-8. The rectified output is filtered by the filter consisting of

L_ and C_. Resistor RIO8 is in series with C_ to limit the discharge late

of C4 when a short circuit occurs at the output termln_is.

To help cem_utation, capacitors C2 and C3 have been _ded across the primary

of each transformer; however, to prevent the current from rising at an

App. A-2
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excessive rate through the GCS's: inductors L8 and L9 have been added.

Also resistors RS, R9, RII and RI2 are added to damp the oscillations

which tend to occur. A network across each GCS: as shown by CR4_ RIO0

and CR96, reduces the rate of voltage rise across the GCS and aids the

turn-off. When Q1 has been conducting and is being turned off so that

it starts to block voltage, C41 starts to charge through diode CR96, and

the anode voltage slowly rises to the blocking voltage. The current is

thus diverted from the GCS to the capacitor during the s%itcning trsnsient.

Inductors L2 and L3 were used to provide a limiting impedanc_ between the

source and inverters to prevent excessive current in the GCS's during

switching. Their use required the addition of componentq to dissipate

their stored energy. Stored energy is dissipated in R60, R65, R66, and

R67. Diodes CR67, CR68, and OR1 through CR4 provide the path for dis-

charging the energy of the inductors. After the series transistors Q26

and Q29 were added, the need for the inductors and +,he added components

became questionable. Series transistors Q26 and Q29 protect the power

supply by series regulation of inverter D.C. current. They are normally

in a saturated condition by application of a positive bias on their bases.

The absolute maximum potentials of the bases of Q8 --_d Q30 above ground

are held fixed by 6_72-CR71 sand CR86-CR85, respectively. When excessive

inverter current increases the voltage drop across R42 or R68, the emitter

volts4_e _ n-. _.2v or Q29 approaches the limit imposed on the base potential

and thereby removes drive from these transistors, pulling them out of

saturation and regulating the inverter curlent.

3. Phase Control Network

The magnitude of the output voltage is determined by the phase angle between

the two inverters. For maximum output GCS's Q3 and Qh are rttnning prac-

tically in phase with Q1 and Q2. For zero output GCS's Q3 sand Q_ are

running !80 ° of phase with GCS's Q1 and Q2 so the outputs of the trans-

formers are in opposition. The phase difference between inverters is

ccqtrolled by the :.Co voltage applitd to the input of the double Schmitt

trigger circuit. A square wave output is fed from the master oscillator

via a winding on the oscillator transformer to an integrating network

App. A-3
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consisting of RI6 and C16; or its counterpart Ri9 and C17, which operates

on the negative half-cycle. Capacitor C16 charges throug.. E16 to form

the ramp vol_age wn-_cz is f_d tz _.ne base of trs.nsisnor QIL. When nnis

c_rren_ flowing _/nru , _ -_ _........... __ __._....

r,ne base of _ c

w_ich reduces _.ie voLlage i_-cpped azross PP3. Q!! therefore rapidly

_uurns on and QI_ rapidly _rns Dff. As !.ong as the vo!t_e a_,__-!iedto

the base of QII remains above this triggering voltage, Qll stays on and

QI2 r_muLins off. The voltage from the oscillator mus_ reverse to allow

this potential to fall and reset the triter. When the voltage reverses,

C17 charges _.r-_o_EnR_:, a.-.z_cvaates the c_h_.r Sz_it_ tr:_er consisting

of QI3 and QI_.

l'ne D.C. 'Joi_a_ fed i:'-=,nhe center tae of the tr_.usforzer _ wi::di._E

modified _.ne ra_= _. w._izh ZL_ or C!7 charges. _"/_..erefsre,_.he trigger

e_.n be either delayed sr _dvs-nce_ depending ,_pon whether the _nput D.C.

voltage is positive or negative. A positive voltage is normally fed into

this poin_ which keeps the Schmitt triggers almost at t_ point of tri_ering.

A _ voltage from the positive going squ_re _ve is 811 that is neces|_z,j

to activate the trigger. The Schmitt triggers therefore are running

practically in phase with the master oscillator. This control voltage

is supplied at the emitter of the transistors Q23 and Q2_. A negative

voltage being fed into the bases of Q2B and Q2_ turns off 923 and turns

on Q2_ to make the vol_age a_ the center tap of the transformer more

negative. This delays the rise of the voltage ramp being fed _o the Schmitt

triggers and, therefore, phase shifts the square wave. This is the normal

action when an over-volta4Ee signal is being detected. Negative going

signals are fed from the voltag_ regulator control or from the "Soft-On"

control. Signals from either of these sources are negative and increase

the phase difference. The ramp then has to stsrt at this large negative

vo!t_e _nd build up to the triggering voltage of the Schmitt trigger.

The ramp starts steeply but as capacitor C16 charges, the slope decreases

and _he ramp voltage may fail to rcach the triggering level. To prevent

this, a spike was added at _ne extreme end of the r_zp to insure that

App. A-4
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the trigger did operate and produce a 180 ° phase shift. T_e spike is

formed by taking a signal from the opposite side of the drive winding

and differentiating it with C15 and RI8, or C13 and Ri7. _"T_isfeature

insures that both Schmitt triggers operate correctly and that they cannot

be driven past the 180 ° phase shift position.

4. Phase Control ?ii_-Flon Circuit

When QII or QI3 are driven on, as previsusly described, a negative going

signal is fed through capacitor C20 or C21 to the flip-flop circuit com-

prised of transiszors QI5 and QI6. The positive going signal which is

evident when Qll or QIB are off is suppressed by diode CR4_. and CR45.

Assume Q_6 in the flip-flop is conducting. A negative going signal fed

to its base through C22 would _urn it off and as O_5's base is fed from

the collector of Q16, it would turn on. A negative going signal being

fed through C25 reverses the above. _qe flip-flop is therefore being

driven on and off in accordance with signals from the Schmitt triggers.

Note that only the leading edge of the original oscillator waveform is

being used for control. The phase shifting network is therefore inde-

pendent of any noise or spurious signals as the leading edges of the

square waves ar:- _he only signal which will activate the network.

5. Isolation and Driver Circuit (Phase .Shifted Pair)_

Transistors 9.36 and Q38 are driven by the voltage devaloped across R32

and R35. Four diodes CR90-94 and two resistors R52 and 53 provide isolation

and prevent any feedback from the following power stages from causing mal-

function of the flip-flop circuit. Q36 and Q38 drive a pair of power

transistors QI9 and Q21 through an impedance matching tr._nsformer TI0.

6. Inverter Drive Circuits

Inverter i is driven by a pair of power transistors Q17 and Q18 through

transformer T3. Drive for these transistors is su1_plied by a winding on

the oscillator transformer. Tr_former T3 has t_ secondary windings;

one winding supplies a full hal - cycle positive gate bias current of about

400 milliamperes to the gates of the ('CS's through the networks consisting

of R44, CR35, R45, CR36, R46 and R47. The other winding supplies a sharp

App. A-5
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splks currant of abeut 2 or 3 stops ac ._ho beginning of each half-cycle

to both C_S gates to ensure fast turn-on and turn-off of the _S's. _i_

current is suppl/_ed through C28, R38, C27, a bridge rectifier consisting

of 4 diodes CR30-33; and a Sbockley diode CR34. Voltage across the bridge

bnllds up when the Crtueforner square wave of voltage switches until the

bz_takovsr voltage o_ _he Shockley diode CP.34 is reached; then C27 and C28

rapidly discharge into the gates of QI and Q2, turning one on and the

ocher o£f. Sim41ar action cakes place in inverter 2 with T4 supplying

tim drive through idencical circuits.

7. Voltage Regulator

To obtain a feedback signal for voltage regulation the output voltage is

measured across resistors R57, R58, R59, R61, R62. A portion of this

voltage is tapped off and fed to a Shockley diode relaxation oscillator

consisting of R63, C37 and CR58. Capacitor C37 charges until the break-

down voltage of the ShocEley diode is reached ar_ chen it discharges

through the primary winding of pulse transforms: _. Diode CR59 dissipates

the inductive energy from the t_ansformer. _ ulse repetition rate

of _ S_ockley diode oscillator is dependent u:_n t_: __agnit_e of the

voltage and the RC time constant. Potentiometer R62 set_ .perating

voltage of the oscillator ar,d thus sets the point at which output voltage

regulation begins. The output of transformer _ is rectified by CR57

and smcothed by C35, and then fed to the base of transistor Q25 through

a resistor R55 and Zener diode CR56. As the output voltage rises the

repetition rate of the Shockley relaxation oscillator increasps causing

the voltage applied to the base of Q25 to increase. C_rrent from Q2.5

chLrges capacitor C3_ and causes a larger voltage drop across RIS, which

drives the bases of Q23 and Q24 more negative. The phase angle is thus

increased and consequently reduces the output voltage. C35 and C34

provide apl,ropriatefiltering to prevent oscillation. Resistor R6_ is

set at full CCW which allows the control transistor Q23 and Q24 to operate

the Schmitt triggers _Imost in phase with the input square wave.

8. "Blink-Off" and "Soft-On" Control

When any condition exists which would cause excessive current to flow in

either inverter the circuit will automatically "blink-off." The

App. A-6
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"blink-off" action is initiated by the voltage drop appearing across

transistors Q_6 and Q29. If the volt_Ee from collector to emitter of

either transistor exceeds the breakove, voltage of Shockley diode CR89,

a pulse is fed through transformer T8 to trigger the "blink-off" time

delay circuit, to turn-off transistors Q26 and Q29, aud to prepare the

"soft-on" circuit for the next cycle. (See Figure App. A-I). _ransistors

Q26 and Q_9 are turned off by SCR QB7 firing and turning off Q4 which

then turns on transistor Q32. When Q32 is on, the drive voltage to tran-

sistors Q26 and Q_9 is reversed because of the path created through CR87,

Q32, R86 and R87, and the emitter-base junctions of Q26 and Q29. Also

when SCR 9.377_son QB4 turns off and C50 charges at a rate determined by
R91, R92, and RI09. _q_enthe firing point of unijunction transistor QS3

is reached, it fires and turns on Q35, allowlng SCR Q37 to recover to its

blocking state. This action ends the "blink-off" period.

Returning to the point when 9_R2was conducting it should be noted that

QB2 also allows the oscillator voltage to be applied to transformer Tg.

(See Figure App. B-I). _he output of T9 charges capacitors C45 or C46

to establish the voltages required for the "soft-on" period. As soon as

voltage appears across Ch5 or C46, transistor Q28 begins to conduct. This

causes the control transistors Q23 and Q24 to change the D.C. level of

Schmitt trigger and thereby increase the phase angle between inverters.

The phase angle is held at 180@ until the end of the "blink-off" period.

When QB2 turns off transformer T9 is no longer energized and the voltage

of C45 or C46 begins to decay through R75 and R76. As this voltage decreases

transistor Q28 begins to turn-off thus char_gingthe control signal which

sets the phase angle. The setting of R75 and selection of either _5 or

C46 determines the rate at which the phase angle changes and thereby

sets the rate at which the system output voltage increases. This completes

the "soft-on" cycle. If an overcurrent condition exists during or

i_nediately after the "soft-on" period the unit will again "blink-off"

and the cycle will be repeated.
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APPZ h"DIX _,

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL SCHEMATIC AND FARTS LIST
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PARTS L_ST FOR 2 KW 2500 VOLT DC POWER SUPPLY

Component Capacitance V:,Its

quantity Number _ <_.%J, d , C . _ll Material Manufacturer

2 CI i000 350 Alum. Elec. Sangamo

_ C2 0o05 i000 Paper Aer ovox

i C3 0.05 lO0O Paper Aerovox

i C4 O.25 5000 Paper Dearborn

I C5 0.15 200 Paper Sprague

i C6 50 50 Alum. E lee. Come il-
Dubilier

2 C7 I.0 600 Paper E lec iron

(2 reqd.) Products

I C8 1500 I00 Alum, Elec. Sangamo

I C9 4 150 Alum. Elec. Cornell-
Dubilier

I C i0 O. I 200 Paper Aerovox

i Cll 0.25 200 Paper Aerovox

1 C12 50 50 Alum. EIe¢. Cornell-
Dubilier

I C 13 0. I 200 Paper Aer ovox

I C14 2.0 i00 Paper Elec'.ron
Products

1 C15 0.1 200 Paper Aerovox

2 C16 1.0 200 Paper Electron
Products

2 C17 I,0 200 Paper E lec tron
Products

1 C18 0,25 200 Paper Aer ovox

1 C19 0,25 200 Paper Aerovox

1 C20 O,OG5 600 Paper Aer ovox

1 C21 O.005 600 Paper Aerovox

1 C22 0.001 600 Paper Aerovox

i C23 0.05 200 Papor Aerovox

1 C24 0.05 200 Paper Aer ovox
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PARTS LIST FOR 2 _ 2500 VOLT DO POWERSUPPLY
(Centinued)

Co_ponen_ Capacitance Volts

Quantity Number _ (Nfd) _.v.d,¢°) L_aterial }k ,Ifacturer

1 C25 0.001 600 Paper Aerovox

i C26 0.01 200 Paper Aerovox

1 C27 O.&7 200 Paper Weet.-Cap.

1 C28 0.47 200 Paper West:, -Cap.

1 C29 0,47 200 Paper West. -Cap.

I C30 0,47 200 Pape West.-Cap,

i C31 i0 50 Alum. Elec. Cornell-
Dubil£er

I C32 50 50 Alum. Elec. Cornell-
Dubili_r

1 C33 i00 25 Alum. Elec. Corue11-
Dubilier

1 C34 1500 35 Elec. Sangan_

• I C35 50 50 Alum. E1ec. Cernell-
Dubiller

1 C36 2.0 200 Paper Aerovox

I C37 0,I 200 Paper Aerovox

1 C38 8000 50 Elec, Sangamo

1 C39 8000 50 Elec. Sanga_o

1 C40 2 I00 Paper ElecUron Prod,

I C41 0.05 600 Paper Aerovox

1 C42 0.05 600 Paper Aerovox

1 C43 0.05 600 Paper Aerovox

1 C_ O,05 600 Paper Aerovox

1 C45 4.0 150 Paper Come 11-
Dub£1ier

1 C46 50 50 Alum. Elec. Cornell-
Dubilter

2 C47 2,0 100 Paper EiecCron

_4. Noc Uued

C49 l(otUmd

I C50 & 150 Alum. Elec. Cornell-
Dubiliar
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PARTS LIST FOR 2 i_.:2500 VOLT DC PO_R SUPPLY

(Cs::inue6)

Component

Quantity Number Resistancz "_:_t_ Material Manufacture_

1 Ri I0 K Z W carbon compositxon

R2 1.5 K 1/2 W carbon compositxon

i R3 15 K i U carbon compositxon

I R4 i00 i ;! carbon compositxon

i R5 9.1 " 1/2 W carbon composition

i R6 2 K ]./2 W carbon composition

1 R7 5.1K ! W carbon composi_xon

i R8 !0 20 W wire wound O,hmire

I R9 I00 5 U wire wound Daleohm

1 _0 20 2 W carbon composition

i RII I00 5 W wire wound Daleohm

I RI2 i0 20 N wire wound Ohmite

1 RI3 20 2 W carbon composition

! RI4 51 ! W carbon compositicn

1 KI5 i K i W carbon composition

1 RI6 500 I0 W wire wound Daleohm

! RI7 ! K" 1/2 W carbon composition

I RIB i K 1/2 W carbon composition

i RI9 500 i0 W wire wound Daleohm

! R20 I0 k 2 _.I carbon composition

I R21 820 i W carbon composition

i R22 2 K I W carbon composition
l

i R23 15 K 1/2 W carbon composition
I
L_ I R24 50 i W w_ wound

Ji I R25 3 K 1/2 W carbon composition

I R26 50 i W wire wound Da!eohm

:, I _27 3 K 1/2 U carbon composition

1 R28 15 K !/2 _-: carbon composition

i R29 820 " W carbon composition

1 R30 2 K i W carbon compositlcn

i

J
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P._XTS LEST FOR 2 XU _ "._T DC _O._., SUPPLY

(Co: ==::uea)

Co:pcn=n_

0uanai_,___._tvNun:b_r Rasistance ":t:c Material Manufacturer

1 R31 i0 K i/2 W carbon composition

i R32 240 i W" carbon compositlon

l _3o i0 K _,,'I_u.. carbon composit£on

! R34 i0 K i/2 W carbon composi_Zon

i R35 240 i W carbon composltion

" ro
i .... 6 i0 K 1/2 W carbon compositlon

I R37 I0 K 1/2 W carbon composiazon

I R38 I0 i0 W wire wound Dal=ohm

i R39 820 I W carbon composition

i R40 820 i W carbon composition

1 R4i i0 i0 W wire woun_ Daleo_m

2 R42 .i 25 W wire wound Daleohm (series)

I R43 i00 I W carbon compositZon

1 R44 20 1W carbon compos_tZon

I R45 i K 1/2 W carbon compositzon

I R46 I K 1/2 W carbon compositzon

I R47 20 I W carbon composition

i _48 20 i W carbon compos_tzon

_49 I K 1/2 W carbon compositzon

I R50 i K 1/2 W carbon composition

i R51 20 I W carbon composition

I R52 240 I W carbon composztion

I R53 240 1W carbon composition

I R54 i0 K 1/2 W carbon composition

I R55 I K I W carbon composition

i R56 22 K i W carbon composition

i R57 160 K i0 W wire wound Daleohm

i R58 160 K i0 W wire wound Daleohm

! R59 160 K i0 W wire wound Daleohm

4 R60 5 25 W wire wound Daleohm

(series,-parallel_
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P_ATS LIST FOR 2 I_ 2500 VOLT DC P_R SUPPLY

(Conzinued)

Component

Quantity _umber Re_i:tcnce Vauts Material Manufacturer

i R61 4.3 K 1/2 W carbon composition

i R62 i0 K 2 W carbon composition

poEen_iome ter

I R63 i0 K i/2 %4 carbon composition

i R64 1.5 K 2 W carbon composition

poten=iomater

2 R65 5 25 W wire wound Daleohm

(parallel)

2 R66 5 25 W wire wound Daleohr,

(parallel)

4 R67 5 25 W wire wound Daleohm

(series parallel)

2 R68 .i 25 W wire wound Daleohm (series)

I R69 2 K i/2 W carbon composition

! R70 i0 K 1/2 W

I R71 1.3 K 1/2 W carbon composition

I R72 5.1 K 1/2 W carbon composition

i R73 33 2 W carbon composition

i R74 i00 K 2 W carbon composition

potentiome=er

i _75 0.i m_g 2 W carbon composition

potentio_eKer

1 R76 i K _/2 W carbon composition

! R77 i0 K 1/2 W carbon composition

i R78 510 2 W carbon composition

I R79 1.5 K ]/2 W carbon composition

I Ra0 33 2 W carbon composition

! 2 _81 I0 2 W carbon composition (parallel)

1 R82 1 K 1W carbon composition

i R83 3 K 1/2 W carbon composition

I R84 i0 2 W carbon composition

I R85 i0 2 W carbon composition

i R_6 51 2 W carbon composition

l R87 51 2 W carbon composition
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_ARTS LIST FGR 2 'C¢ 2500 VOLT DC POWER SUPPLY

(Continued)

Co,::._cnant

Quantity 2.u._.ber Resistance 2atts ,.a_er_ ).:anuracturer

_ :" .. carbon co:aposition. =,_o 470 i/2 u

._G_ 270 !/2 W carbon composition

i i%9O 47 i/2 W carbon composition

! R91 25 K 2 W carbon co_posi_ion

po _en tior.a=er

i R_.2 3.0 K 1/2 W carbon composition

I R93 51 K 1/2 W carbon composition

i R94 i0 K 1/2 ',7 carbon composition

1 R95 !0 K I0 W wire wound Daleohn

I R96 I00 K 1/2 W carbon composition

2 R97 _% 25 W wire wound Daleohm (se_ ies)

i R9g I K 1/2 W carbon composition

2 R99 I0 I W carbon composition (parallel)

i RI00 i K I0 W wire wound DaleoPan

i RI01 1 K I0 t? wire wound Daleohm

! RI02 i K I0 W wire wound Daleohm

i RI03 I K I0 W wire wound Daleohm

_ .. carbon compositioni _,_04 I0 2 T.,

I Ri05 I0 2 W carbon composition

.,_Uo I00., carbon composition

1 Ri07 750 ! W carbon composition

1 X!08 1 K 25 W wire wound Daleo_hm

i RI09 62 K 1/2 W carbon composition

1 RII0 i K 1/2 W carbon composition
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27_TS LIST FOR 2 :=." ill0' 3LT B8 PO_<R SUPPLY

k_cn=:nucd)

Cc.:/onant

Ouant!:', _' ":a:r D'icd_ No_ - t/,:_ i¢:=ufacturer

1 _..._-_ 4783: _c'_V 6 A Westinzhouse

1 C_2 478M 600 V 6 A Westinghouse

i C_3 478M 600 V 6 A Westinghouse

! C_q4 478M 605 V 6 A Westinghouse

I CR5 FSI'F80W 8000 V 1.6 A Solltron

I CR6 FSFFSOW 8000 V 1.6 A Soli=ron

i CR7 FSPF80W 8080 V 1,6 A Solitron

i CR8 FSPFSOW 8000 V 1.6 A Solitron

I CR9 IN645 225 V 400 MA Clevlte

i CRIO IN645 225 V 400 MA C!evite

i CR!! IN645 225 V 400 MA Clevlte

i C&I! 4E20-28 20 V Shockley Clevite

i CRI3 IN3671A 800 V 12 A Westinghouse

(404 S)

! CRI4 INI204A 400 V 12 A Westinghouse

I CRI5 IN978B 51V 400 MN Zener Motorola

i CRI6 IN645 225 V 400 MA Clevite

i CElT IN747 3.6 V 400 _q Zener Motorola

I CRIB IN645 125 V 400 MA Clevite

i CRI9 INII24A 200 V 3 A I.R.

1 CR20 INII24A 2_3 V 3 A I,R.

1 C_21 INII24A 200 V 3 A I.R,

1 CR22 INI124A 200 V 3 A I.R.

I CR23 iN645 225 V 400 MA Clevlte

I CR24 IN645 225 V 400 MA Clevite

CR25 Not Used

CR26 _ot U_ed

l C_27 IN_,_5 115 V 400 _% Clevite

1 C223 1N645 225 V 400 _ Clevite

l C_29 IN_5 225 V 400 MA Cl_vite

1 OR30 IN645 225 V 400 MA Clev£te
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P_I_TS LEST FOR 2 I_: 2500 VOLT DC POWER SUPPLY

(Continued)

Co:.:#one n

0ua.-.:itv Fur her Diode No. Vo:.ts Am_ Manufacturer

i CX31 IN645 225 V 400 MA Cievite

! CR32 IN645 225 V 400 MA Clevite

i 6.q33 IN645 225 V 400 MA Clevite

CR34 4E20-28 20 V Shockley Clevite

1 CR35 IN645 225 V 400 MA Clevite

I CR36 IN645 225 V 400 Pi_ Clevite

i CR37 IN645 225 V 400 MA Clevite

1 CR38 IN645 225 V 400 MA Clevite

1 CR39 IN645 225 V 400 MA Clevite

i CR40 1N645 225 V 400 MA Clevize

i CR4i IN645 225 V 400 MA Clevite

I CR42 IN645 225 V 400 MA Clevite

i CRA3 4E20-28 20 V Shockley C levite

I CR44 IN645 225 V 400 MA Clevite

i CR45 IN645 225 V 400 MA Clevite

I CR46 iN645 225 V 400 MA Clevite

I CR47 IN645 225 V 400 MA Clevite

i CR48 IN645 225 V 400 MA Clevite

i CR49 IN645 225 V 400 MA Clevite

! CR50 IN645 225 V 400 MA Clevi=e

i CR51 IN645 225 V 400 MA Clevite

I CR52 IN645 225 V 400 MA Clevite

i CR53 IN645 225 V 400 MA Cle,,ite

I CR54 1N645 225 V 400 MA Clevite

I CR55 IN645 225 V 400 MA Clevite

1 CR56 IN3016 6.8 V I W Zener Motorola

1 CR57 IN645 225 V 400 MA Clevite

1 CR58 4E2G-28 20 V Shockley C levite

i CR59 IN645 225 V 400 MA Clevi_e

1 CR60 IN645 225 V 400 MA Clevlte
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P_-RTS LIST FOR 2 KW 2500 VOLT DC POkeR SUPPLY

(ConTinued)

Co_>caant

quantity Xu_ber Diode No. V¢I':3 !mo___s Manufacturer

I

i C_6i IN645 225 V 400 M-_ Clevite

i CR62 IN645 225 ? 400 Y_A Cievite

i CR63 IN747 3.6 V a00 MW Z_ner Monoroia

i CR64 IN645 225 V 400 MA Clevite

! CR65 IN645 225 V 400 MA Clevi=e

i OR66 IN645 225 V 400 _ Cievite

I CR67 478 M 600 V 6 A Westinghouse

I CR68 478 M 6_0 V 6 A Westinghouse

I CR69 IN645 225 _ 400 MA Clevite

I CR70 IN645 225 V 400 I_A Clevite

I CR71 IN3993A _.9 V i0 W Zener Motorola

! CR72 IN645 225 V 400 Y__ Clevite

I CR73 IN649 600 V 400 MA G.E.

i CR74 IN1220 200 V 750 MA Westlng_:ouse

I CR75 IN1220 200 V 750 MA Westinghouse

i CR76 INi220 200 V 750 MA _est£nghouse

; CR77 IN1220 200 V 750 MA Westinghouse

! CR78 IN2611 200 V 750 MA Motorola

i CR79 IN2611 260 V 750 MA Motorola

I C_80 IN2BI3B !5 V 50 W gener Motorola

i C_81 IN645 225 V 400 MA Clevite

i CR82 IN649 600 V 400 MA G.E.!

1 CR83 IN645 225 V 400 MA Clevite

L! i CR84 IN645 225 V 400 MA Clevize

, i CR85 IN3993A 3.9 V i0 W Motorola
!l
[ i CR86 IN645 225 V 400 MA Clevite

I CR87 INII24A 200 V 3 A I.R.

i CR88 IN645 225 V 400 MA Clevite

1 CR$9 4E20-28 20 V Shockley Clevite)

1 CR90 IN645 2Z5 V 400 MA Clevlte
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PARTS LIST FOR 2 'Z,'., _uv°_ VOLT DC POWER SUPPLY

(Coatiaucd)

Cc-'-.pcnent

quantity X.-:,f_a r Diode =NO. Volts Ar.o___S Za: :Ifacturer

g.',51 iN645 2Z5 V /_06 _.l\ Ci_vit_

! CX92 !N645 225 V 460 1"_ gi_-'_t_

C._3 _,,oL.._ 225 V 400 :.il CiLvi_

CX94 !Ni218 =vv V I.6 ._ ,.....ngaouse

i -,ourn5 IN1218 !00 V 1.6 A W_s$inghouse

1 CR96 IN1443 i000 V 1.6 A Westinghouse

1 CR97 IN1443 10O0 V 1.6 A Wes=inghouse

! CRew8 iNi443 i000 V 1.6 A Westinghouse

1 CR99 IN!443 1OO0 V 1.6 A Westinghouse

_.R_00 No_ Used

CRI01 Not Used

i 1 CRIO2 4E20-28 20 V Shockley Clevite

l

l
l

l

l

i

!
I
i
i

I
I
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P._RT_.LIST FOR 2 KW 2500 VOLT DC POWER SUPPLY

(Continued)

ComponenE

Quan_igy Xu,_her Transistoz Volts _ Xanufac turer

i QI 242 ZP 700 V i0 A GCS Westinghouse

i Q2 242 ZP 700 V i0 A GCS Westi_ghouse

i Q3 242 ZP 700 V i0 A GCS Westinghouse

i Q4 242 gP 700 V i0 A GCS Westinghouse

i Q5 2N2102 80 V 1A R.C.A.

! Q6 2N1777 408 V 4.7 A SCR G.E.

i Q7 2N2201 lOG VCE 500 MA G.E.

i Q8 2NIOI5F 300 V 7.5 A Westinghouse

i Q9 2NI016E 250 V 7.5 A Westinghouse

I QIO 2NIOI6E 250 V 7.5 A Westinghouse

I QII 2N2270 63 V I A R.C.A.

i QI2 2N2270 60 v I A R,C.A.

1 QI3 2N2270 60 V i A R.C.A.

i Ri4 2N2270 60 V i A R.C.A.

I QI5 2N2270 60 V i A R.C.A.

i QI6 2N2270 60 V I A R.C.A.

i QI7 2NI016B i00 V 7.5 A Westinghouse

Q!8 2NI016B 130 V 7.5 A Westinghouse

Im
1 QI9 2N1016B .0u V 7.5 A Westinghouse

Q20 Not Used

I Q21 2NIOI6B i00 V 7.5 A Westinghouse

Q22 Not Used

I Q23 2N3054 60 _' 4 A R.C.A.

i Q24 2NI039 60 V .5 A Texas Instrumen=s

1 Q25 2N2102 80 V 1A R.C.A.

1 Q26 2N!814 300 V 30 A Westinghouse

1 Q27 2N1771 60 V 4.7 A Westinghouse

i Q28 2N2102 80 V i A R.C.A.

i Q29 2N1814 300 V 30 A Westinghouse

1 Q30 2NIOI5F 300 V 7.5 A Westinghouse
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PARTS LIST FOR 2 KN 2500 VOLT DC POWER SUPPLY

(Continued)

Component

Quantity Number Tmnslstor Volts Amps Ranufacturer

1 Q31 2N2102 80 V 1A R. C, A,

1 Q32 2NIOI6A 60 V 7,5 A Westinghouse

l Q33 2N491B Unijunctlon G, E,

1 Q34 2N2102 80 V i A R, C, A,

I Q35 2N2102 80 V I A R, C, A.

1 Q36 2N3054 60 V 4 A R.C.A.

1 Q37 2N2324A I00 V 1 A G, E.

1 Q38 2N3054 60 V 4 A R.C.A.

Miscellaneous

1 SNI SPST Switch

1 S_ SPST Switch

I M1 Voltnmter 0 - 150 V,D,C, Trlplett 327T

I M2 Voltmeter 0 - 3000 V,D,C, Triplett 327T

I Input Receptacle _nphenol _/AN 3102A-20-24P

2 Output P.eceptacle Amphenol UG-560/U #82-805

I L1 Input Filter Inducter

2 L2 and L3 Inverter Line Inductors

1 L4 Output Filter Inductor

I L5 Chopper Ringing Inductor

1 L6 Chopper S_oothlng Inductor

1 L7 Saturating Core Inducto_

2 L8 and L9 Inverter dl/dt Inductors

2 TI and T2 Output Transformers

2 T3 and T4 Driver Transformers

I T5 Pulse Transtozmers

1 T6 Oscillator Transformer

1 T7 Pulse Transformer

I T8 Pulse Transformer

l T9 Soft-On Transformer

1 TI0 Impec_nce Matching Transformer
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